SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA
Wednesday, March 10, 2021
Join a Meeting, Zoom.us, Meeting Id # 534.180.495, Password 014764, audio 1-301715-8592 or 1-253-215-8782
Telluride, Colorado
1.

9:30 AM CALL TO ORDER - ZOOM Special Meeting - Zoom.us - Join a
Meeting, Meeting Id # 534.180.495, Password 014764, audio 1-301-715-8592
or 1-253-215-8782

2.

REVIEW OF AGENDA

3.

CALENDAR REVIEW

4.

CONSENT AGENDA - None.

5.

9:30 AM ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
a.

b.

c.

d.
e.
f.
6.

9:30 am Executive Session: Discussion determining negotiating positions
concerning the Wilson Mesa Parcel, citation (4)(e).
Commissioners and Staff
Discussion on using Coronavirus Relief Fund (CVRF) funds.
Lance Waring, Commissioner and Mike Bordogna, County
Manager
10:45 am Discussion of the Sneffels Energy Board Climate Action plan and
goals.
Commissioners; Kim Wheels, EcoAction Partners
11:10 am Presentation of the Good Samaritan legislation.
20 mins
Ty Churchwell, Trout Unlimited
Consideration of approving the Steincrusher LLC independent contractor
agreement with Road & Bridge for gravel crushing./MOTION
Other, as needed.

Recess for agenda-setting with the Board and Staff (No decisions will be
made).

7.

12:45 PM PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

(Board of Commissioners sitting as the San Miguel County Board of Public
Health and Environment.)
a.

b.

c.
d.
8.

Other, as needed.

UPDATE WITH THE COUNTY MANAGER
a.

9.

12:45 pm Update on the fiscal impacts of COVID for San Miguel County.
10 mins
Mike Bordogna, County Manager and Ramona Rummel,
Director of Finance
1:00 pm Discussion and update with the San Miguel County Stakeholders
concerning the COVID 19 outbreak.
75 mins
Grace Franklin, Public Health Director
Potential Executive Session: Concerning Public Health, Meeting with an
Attorney, citation (4)(b).

Other, as needed.

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS/NATURAL RESOURCES
a.

3:30 pm Update with Siemens Industry concerning the Energy Project.
45 mins
Lynn Padgett, Government Affairs/Natural Resource Director

b.

Other, as needed.

10. COMMISSIONER UPDATES
a.

Hilary Cooper - Updates on Legislation.

11. ADJOURNMENT

NOTE: This agenda is subject to change, including the addition
of items up to 24 hours in advance or the deletion of items at
any time. All times are approximate. The County Manager
reports may include administrative items not listed. Regular
Meetings, Public Hearings, and Special Meetings are recorded,
and ACTION MAY BE TAKEN ON ANY ITEM. Formal Action
cannot be taken at Work Sessions. For further information,
contact the County Administration office at 970-728-3174. If
special accommodations are necessary per ADA, contact 970728-3174 prior to the meeting.
The official, designated posting place for all BOCC notices will be
online at https://www.sanmiguelcountyco.gov/liveagenda. Use this
link to view the live agenda with any last-minute changes. To be
automatically notified, please sign up

at www.sanmiguelcountyco.gov, sign up for alerts, and follow the
prompts.

AGENDA ITEM - 5.a.

TITLE:
9:30 am Executive Session: Discussion determining negotiating positions concerning the Wilson Mesa Parcel,
citation (4)(e).

Presented by: Commissioners and Staff
Time needed:
PREPARED BY:

RECOMMENDED ACTION/MOTION:

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:
State Land Board Packet Link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BJ_IzU1kWDNVspWdb7MLS8ahWuEt89Vg/view

FISCAL IMPACT:
Contract Number:
YYYY-###

Description:

Date Executed

End Date

Department(s)
Board of County
Commissioner Staff

AGENDA ITEM - 5.b.

TITLE:
Discussion on using Coronavirus Relief Fund (CVRF) funds.

Presented by: Lance Waring, Commissioner and Mike Bordogna, County Manager
Time needed:
PREPARED BY:

RECOMMENDED ACTION/MOTION:

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:

FISCAL IMPACT:
Contract Number:
YYYY-###

Description:

Date Executed

End Date

Department(s)
Board of County
Commissioner Staff

AGENDA ITEM - 5.c.

TITLE:
10:45 am Discussion of the Sneffels Energy Board Climate Action plan and goals.

Presented by: Commissioners; Kim Wheels, EcoAction Partners
Time needed:
PREPARED BY:

RECOMMENDED ACTION/MOTION:

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:
From: Kim Wheels <kim@ecoactionpartners.org>
Date: Mon, Feb 22, 2021 at 1:46 PM
Subject: SEB: Climate Action Plan - Action review - Response requested
To: Kim Wheels <kim@ecoactionpartners.org>
Hello Sneffels Energy Board!
EcoAction Partners' team has incorporated comments from our January meeting discussion into a revised spreadsheet of actions. Prior
to considering this list "final" and incorporating it into the CAP document framework, we'd like your approval and any additional input.
During this review process, please keep in mind what we discussed in January: that this CAP will be a "roadmap" for EVERYONE in
our region, to guide us toward collaboratively achieving our GHG reduction goals and creating the future we'd like to see. The CAP is
intended to guide us for the next 10 years, so some actions are already occurring, some will be achievable short-term, and others will be
more long-term. An estimated timeframe for implementation will be included for each action and used as a guideline to help us with a
regular review process. The recommendations listed are typically a little higher-level, in order to allow the details of accomplishing the
action to be determined as needed and for flexibility of different methods to achieve them in different communities. They are not
necessarily the responsibility of a government or any particular group to implement or achieve on their own. So, if the collective WE has
any ability to influence the changes we'd like to see happen, we've included the action.
Attached are files specific for each jurisdiction, for ease of review and approval by each government. We've included a Y (yes) in each
column for approval of this regional recommendation to be included. If you do NOT approve of the action being included as a regional
recommendation, OR an action's wording needs to be revised for it to be approvable, please indicate by changing the entry to N (no) and
indicating revised wording if applicable. Our aim is for this document to be adoptable by each government and agreeable to the greater
community, so if any actions need to be moved or modified in order for this to happen, please comment accordingly.
Actions that are not applicable across the region, will be included in jurisdiction-specific lists in an Appendix. Items identified thus far
are color-coded orange in the spreadsheet, with only the applicable municipalities indicated in the columns. In addition to these, please
list & identify any other specific projects that would be appropriate to include for your jurisdiction. Ideally, each jurisdiction will have ~510 specific items listed in their section of the Appendix.

10 specific items listed in their section of the Appendix.
We've also added a column to identify potential key partners (outside of municipalities and EcoAction Partners) that could or would need
to work with us to achieve the action. Partners that are not already participating in the Sneffels Energy Board will be contacted during
this next phase of CAP development, in order to get their input and buy-in on applicable actions, as we plan to list partners in the
CAP. If you have ideas for other partners that should be listed next to an action, please add the partner in RED or BOLD so that we
can include them.
If you do not represent a government, we encourage you to still review the action list on behalf of the organization or community that you
represent. Broad buy-in and input by all SEB representatives will make this a stronger plan and will help guide us toward the community
outreach and engagement phase of this project.
Please send an Excel file back to me (not the whole group) with your comments by March 8. We'll incorporate all feedback into 1
spreadsheet and then into the CAP report. If you need to communicate with other elected officials or staff members to gain greater
perspective or support, please do so, but keep in mind this is not a public document. We plan to gain broader public support and input
after this "executive level" process with the SEB. If you have any questions or items to discuss during your review, please reach out and
let me know.
Thank you all for your time, energy and dedication toward this process!
Kim
-Kim Wheels
EcoAction Partners - Energy Specialist
San Miguel & Ouray Counties, Colorado
www.ecoactionpartners.org
970-728-1340 (o)
970-708-9674 (c)
-Lance Waring
San Miguel County Commissioner District Two
970 708-0629 (cell)

9 Attachments

FISCAL IMPACT:
Contract Number:

Date Executed

YYYY-###

End Date

Department(s)
Board of County Commissioner
Staff

Description:
ATTACHMENTS:
Description
San Miguel County - This is the one we will be discussing
Mountain Village - FYI
Norwood - FYI
Ophir - FYI
Ouray County - FYI

Upload Date
3/5/2021
3/5/2021
3/5/2021
3/5/2021
3/5/2021

Ouray County - FYI
Ouray - FYI
Ridgway - FYI
Telluride FYI

3/5/2021
3/5/2021
3/5/2021
3/5/2021

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reductio
n
SMC

PARTNER
S

Through continued engagement with community members, elected officials
and partner organizations, SEB will advance climate and energy policy to
the benefit of the community. Given the dynamic nature of the policy
landscape, SEB will continue a formal process for prioritizing and
advocating on key issues.
Continue to participate in regional
collaboration of local governments,
stakeholders and utilities to drive
regional clean energy transition &
GHG emissions reduction

Existing through Sneffels Energy Board

Participate in state-level organizations
to drive regional clean energy
Continue to participate in CC4CA; &
transition & GHG emissions reduction others

4Y

SEB

1Y

CC4CA &
others

All governments, organizations,
communities use an effective impact
assessment tool. Examples topics:
Consider GHG emissions as part of all Tourist marketing, Affordable housing,
decision-making processes. Utilize a new large construction projects, impact of
increased flights & tourism… and on the
GHG impact assessment tool, if
available, to quantify GHG emission or sequestration side: revegetation projects,
tree planting, LUC policies, etc.
sequestration impacts.

Y

Increase community-level outreach
and engagment with implementation of
the Climate Action Plan.

Y

ICLEI
ClearPath
Tool
WPL,
other
libraries?
Rotary
Club?
Telluride
Institute?

Collaborate between municipalities &
organizations on actions when
beneficial.

Y

SEB

GHG
Reduction
Potential SMC

Recommendation

Comments

OBJECTIVE: Increase percentage of
electricity provided by renewable energy
sources.
Establish a local renewable energy
generation target and implement actions
to achieve it.

Do not specify target in CAP.

3Y

SMPA

Identify and eliminate barriers to local
renewable energy generation.

Tri-state cap with SMPA contract;
Waive permit fees; Local regulations;
Sales Tax Legislation

2Y

SMPA; WCU

Advance regional grid flexibility to enable
a modernize renewable electricity supply.

Include as guidance / input from SEB to
SMPA

4Y

SMPA

Install renewable energy on government
facilities.

Examples already exist, what other
potential is there?

3Y

DOLA grants? SMPA

Incentivize, promote & encourage netmetered solar systems on residential &
commercial roofs / or ideal pole-mount
locations

Encourage RE development
consideration in Land Use Codes?
Master Plans?

4Y

Support SMPA in estalishing goals &
promotion?

4Y

SMPA; Solar
installers? HOA's?
SMPA; WPL; ROCC;
Rotary Club; Telluride
Institute; HOA's...
Anyone who sends
out community
newsletters

SMPA; MV; others? CO RENU Loan;
Alpine Bank Loan; C-PACE

2Y

SMPA; Solar
installers?

Encourage community participation in
SMPA Totally Green program for electricity
not covered by local renewable energy
production
Work with renewable energy installation
businesses to promote RE incentives &
financing opportunities.

PARTNERS

Support SMPA in increasing community
solar arrays in the region.
Expand solar programs for low-income
households (i.e. GRID Alternatives)

Incentives for developers? proposals?
identify locations? by when is this
feasible? (Ask SMPA - has capacity
feasibility study been completed?)
DISCUSS WITH SMPA - WHAT CAN
OTHERS DO TO SUPPORT THIS?
Norwood IQ array is 87% sold, per
SMPA. So longer term goal?

2Y

Develop local hydropower capacity (ideally
existing dam retrofits, micro-hydro, pico-hydro,
and run of the river)

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. What potential
isn't developed of gravity-fed piping,
small dams, irrigation ditches? place
mini-hydro turbines in existing
infrastructure where appropriate.
WATER / DROUGHT CONCERNS.

3

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. Applies to
wastewater plants & feedstock. Can
Install methane digesters, both small and large (if SMC Land Use study & PES program
adequate feedstock is available)
inform this item?

Y

3

SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA
SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reduction
SMC
Potential

PARTNER
S

OBJECTIVE: Beneficial Electrification of Buildings
Transition building mechanical equipment and appliances
from fossil fuels to electricity through incentives, outreach Focus on New Construction & Retrofits /
time of replacement. Existing: SMPA
and building codes. Include: space and water heating,
incentives & Trade Ally program
appliances and other equipment

4Y

SMPA

Is GSHP applicable in our region?
Encourage transition to cold climate air
Encourage transition to / use of geothermal, air source
source heat pumps (ccASHP).
heat pumps, or other available heat exchange technology Expensive?

4Y

SMPA

Codes for New Construction, Remodels and
Additions

Adopt the 2018 International codes with specific local
requirements to exceed minimum standards.

2018 IECC adopted by most
jurisdictions (but not yet all). INCLUDE
IN ACCOMPLISHMENTS and indicate
short-term Municipal-specific actions for
those that have not yet adopted.

Strengthen existing building efficiency standards and
codes to require 10% better than basic code construction,
update building energy codes at least every 6 years, and
move towards Net Zero Energy buildings. Incentivize
Beyond Code construction practices.
Continue to coordinate regional alignment of energy
codes and 'beyond code' preferences

Incentivize now, aim toward
strengthening codes.
ongoing effort; began 2008…
CONTINUE

3 SMC

3Y
2Y

Facilitate education for contractors, architects and
property managers

Ongoing by EAP, could increase in
partnership with others

1Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Promote / incentivize optimal control systems and
thermostat settings to couple comfort with efficiency

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

4

BHE;
SMPA

Promote / Incentivize building automation systems (such Lodging oriented action. MUNICIPALas key card entry activation of electricity in lodging rooms) SPECIFIC?

BHE;
SMPA

?

Natural Gas Efficiency:
Continue rebate and incentive programs to replace old or BHE residential, small business & large
inefficient systems/appliances
commercial programs exist
Encourage water tank insulation and pipe wrap on hot
water systems
Provide technical assistance for natural gas heating
alternatives

with high R-value insulation & pipe wrap,
GHG potential increases
In process: develop & expands SMPA
Trade Ally program

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

SMPA

Improve the energy efficiency performance of
existing buildings

4

Continue to provide and educate community members on
BHE programs; SMPA incentives.
energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives
available from SMPA, BHE, and municipalities.
ALREADY IN PLACE. CONTINUE.

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

Incentivize yes, by SMPA / Tri-State?
Green Grants? use of E-Temp
equipment?

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

EDUCATE; MAKE MANDATORY;

2Y

Incentivize refrigeration upgrades
Incentivize, mandate & educate on "Away" mode
technology
for second homesg when
p
pp unoccupied

g

examples: Property Assessed Clean Energy; CO
RENEW; Alpine Bank and other specialized financing
mechanisms

Expand outreach beyond EAP programs

2Y

CO
government
; banks

Encourage utilities to implement energy use comparison
mechanism in monthly billing.

BHE's program was highly effective at
increasing interest in energy
assessments. Resulted in identification
of gas leaks, inefficient controls & more.
SMPA implement O-POWER or similar?
Encourage BHE to reinitiate their
program?

4Y

BHE;
SMPA

Reduce energy consumption in rentals, apartments
and multifamily buildings

3

Support building automation to optimize efficiency and
effectiveness
Incentivize energy efficiency upgrades in rental
properties
Incentivize large employers that provide seasonal
housing to deploy large-scale energy efficiency
upgrades
Develop renter-specific outreach and education
campaigns

MORE APPLICABILITY W LARGE
HOMES & COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TOWN-SPECIFIC; PRIORITIZE LOW
INCOME

3Y

Regional
trades
expertise

2

MV-specific

2

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

1

Anticipate and mitigate likely expansion of air
conditioning use in new & existing buildings

Installation of A/C seems to be dictated
by new incoming owners to the region,
however improving controls & design to
mitigate would help.

2

Avoid or prolong the need for air conditioning via building
design and management. Utilize education & outreach to
building trades, owners, and facility and property
managers.
Encourage high efficiency air conditioning systems as AC
use becomes more prevalent
Coordinate with efforts to adopt high efficiency electric
heating systems (i.e. dual ground/air-source heat pumps)

EAP Property Manager & Building trade
education programs could address this.
beyond code requirements? increase
SMPA incentive requirements?
Overlaps with above; SMPA Trade Ally
program w/ ccASHP

Others:
Encourage continued regular "Cost of Service
Studies" by SMPA to incentivize and balance
current and future priorities (i.e. EVs, fuel
switching, time of use, peak shaving, energy
efficiency, DSM).

Include

3Y

Continue to host and expand EcoAction Partners
Green business program awarding and
highlighting business that achieve energy
efficiency and sustainability thresholds

EAP Green Business program
CONTINUE

1Y

3Y
2Y
2Y

SMPA
Chambers
of
Commerce;
Rotary
Club; &
other
business

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Decrease vehicle travel

EAP Staff Comments

Continue Outreach & Education efforts around
mass transit options.

Subsidize/make bus passes available to
commuting workers
Enable more workforce to live near work
or improve transit options

GHG
Reduction
SMC
Potential

Y
Already being done to some extent.
More opportunity to work with other big
employers in area, SMART, etc.?

2Y

Affordable Housing

4Y

Reduce in-community vehicle use by
residents and visitors.

PARTNER
S

SMART;
Region 10
TSG; other
large
employers;
SMART

Y

OBJECTIVE: Increase use of Electric
Vehicles (EVs)

Improved tracking & analysis of EV
station use

SMPA metering per EV station (&
not mixed with infrastructure
electricity use) would be helpful.

1Y

SMPA

Provide free EV charging stations

What locations are free? Other
locations needed? Market station
locations more broadly.

2Y

SMPA

Increase # EV charging stations when current
EV stations are shown to be at peak capacity.

If there is demand, increase in
visible/accessible locations (FUTURE
ITEM)

2Y

SMPA

Electrify fleet vehicles when viable.

SMART has plans. Timeframe?

4Y

SMART;
SMPA

Require new construction to be EV ready

Incorporate into building codes.

2Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Potential
SMC

OBJECTIVE: Decrease GHG emissions per passenger
associated with airline flights serving our region

- Does TEX already promote / market
the Carbon offset program available
through PCI to passengers? YES, we
have coordinated with Pinhead Institute
Educate, Outreach and Encourage travelers to offset their on various occasions during busy
activity in a Carbon Offset program
travel with carbon offset programs, emphasizing locally
since 2017.
available options.
Support policies that encourage airlines to increase plane Market forces / feasibility of influence
capacity/decrease # of flights.
concerns.

Telluride airport initiated use 2021. "TEX
will be one of the first Airports that will
begin utilizing blended bio and recycled
Jet Fuel that meets all aircraft
performance standards". More
expensive, low supply volume currently.
Longer term goal for other regional
airports to use. "- Does TEX have a
plan to market / communicate with
passengers and the broader community
TEX's use of biofuel? YES, we are
preparing marketing and communication
with the help of our fuel supplier
AVFUEL. As a means of educating the
public & increasing public support? YES
- Is TEX using SAF for all of the Jet-A
fuel provided at the airport? NO Or just a
percentage at this point? At this time
our goal is to provide 25% of our fuel
sales as SAF. We are balancing costs
and availability. We are proud to say
Encourage increased use of biofuel as jet fuels at all
regional airports. Support education of passengers about that we will be one of the first Airports in
Colorado that provide SAF.
use of biofuels.

PARTNERS
Regional airports; TEX

1Y

Regional airports; TEX

Y

Regional airports; TEX

4/1 Y

Regional airports; TEX

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
SMC
Potential

PARTNERS

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the overall volume of
waste transported to landfills. Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose and
Composting.
Continue community outreach, education &
engagement efforts to reduce waste and
improve effective utilization of recycling
services and composting options.
Require waste haulers to improve
available waste volume data.
Expand Plastic Film Upcycling Program and
other recycling programming
Continue hazardous waste collection services
and increase availability to other communities
Decrease festival & event waste through
waste reduction, resource recovery &
composting. Require contracts for
services where appropriate.
Support restaurants and businsesses with
waste reduction.
Encourage waste haulers to use clean
vehicles.
OBJECTIVE: Increase Composting in the
region.
Increase community compost programs
and individual residential composters,
and encourage participation in
composting programs.

Decrease paper consumption; Reduce
single-use plastics; & more fall under
this broader category

2Y

State-level requirements for WM to
provide data? Include in municipal
contracts at time of renewal.

2Y

EAP Plastic Film program growing.

2Y

SMC annual collection. Ouray County?

2/1 Y

Telluride requires for most festivals.
Ridgway volunteers manage (improved
composting methodology needed).

2Y

Zero Waste checklist: include in EAP
Green Business Program. Collaborate
with partners for greater outreach

2Y
3Y

Potential to reduce 65% of landfill waste
through composting
FUTURE potential to require
composting,but must first increase
availability & viability of use

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

Festival & event
owners & managers

Waste Management;
Bruin; 3XM

3Y

Large-scale
composting
businesses, such as
3XM

Make finished compost available for
local use at farms/gardens etc.

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

OBJECTIVE: Decrease Construction &
Demolition Waste
Reduce construction & demolition waste
through encouragement, incentives, and
ordinances.
Telluride has a voluntary program

2Y

Municipal Building
Departments

Implement large-scale green waste
collection programs.

government collaboration / leadership
helpful

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Reduce Water Consumption from
Municipal and Industrial Uses
Continue to track water and wastewater use data,
associated energy use, & impacts of conservation /
drought measures
Evaluate & implement system methodologies to reduce
water-associated energy use

EAP Staff Comments

SEB annual water data analysis

GHG
Reduction
SMC
Potential

1Y

PARTNERS

Municipal
water
departments

2Y

Install water meters

Utilize financial incentive
programs. Establish water rate
structures based on use.
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC

Water usage data improvement
environmentally sound domestic water conservation
plans.

continue making progress to
understand water consumption and
reduce water system leakage
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC
What communities do not yet have
them?

1 N/A

Encourage/incentivize low flow water fixtures

Partially required by building codes
& conservation plans

2Y

1/1

CO state
grants

CO state
government
support?

OBJECTIVE: Improve watershed health and security

CONTINUE - Outside watering
restrictions are effective as seen
Continue development, adoption, implementation through water data tracking. ANY
and enforcement of municipal drought mitigation MUNICIPALITIES NOT HAVE THEM
plans to reduce water use.
YET?

1Y

Support efforts of organizations (local, regional,
and statewide) that focus on water security and
watershed ecological health.

1Y

San Miguel
Watershed
Coalition;
Uncompaghr
e Watershed
Partnership

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
SMC
Potential

MANY: Local farmers
markets; food coops &
producers; MV Farm-toTable program;

OBJECTIVE: Increase local organic / natural food
production and consumption.
Potential hydroponic production?
Hydroponics are feasible just about
Continue to increase local food supply &
anywhere… cost effectivity will depend
consumption. Develop creative incentive
on heating/building efficiency costs.
programs and explore hydroponic or other
Chris put in a big push with Dr. John and
alternative methods for increasing production and other WCU people to get some MEMers
lengthening our food growing season.
on this
Develop methods of tracking data to quantify increase in Tracking and monitoring allows for us to
volume & associated GHG reductions, if possible
assess the effictivity of our actions.

PARTNERS

4Y
2Y

WCU?

Recommendation
OBJECTIVES: Increase the GHG
sequestration and water retention capacity of
land in the region.
Increase yield and health of crops and
livestock, through the use of regenerative
agricultural and ranching practices.
Increase GHG sequestration capacity of trees
and plant life in the region.

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Potential SMC

PARTNERS
MANY! Including
agricultural producers

SMC PES component

SMC PES component
SMC PES component

SMC Land Use GHG Inventory COMPLETE, so list as
Support San Miguel County in implementing their accomplishment, along with a link to
it. PES is SMC program to improve
Payment for EcoSystem Services (PES)
soil health through changes in land
Program.
https://sanmiguelwc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Map management practices. Track benefits
Journal/index.html?appid=e7b35f74886344afb69 through calculations of associated
carbon sequestration and other metrics.
31deadea6e4fc

Y

Utilize SMC's Land Use GHG Inventory and PES
Program experiences to develop and implement
Or implement a similar study specific for
similar land use recommendations for Ouray
Ouray County. FUTURE
County
Quantify GHG impacts of carbon sequestration
actions and relate them to our GHG emissions
inventory.

Increase measures to promote and protect
healthy forests.
Implement programs, develop incentives
and encourage the planting of trees
appropriate for specific ecological zones.
Encourage landscaping according to
recommended best practices for local
ecological zone

p
,
in their bodies and below the soil
surface, protecting certain areas of the
forest ensures long term sequestration
capacity
Existing initiatives with Extension office,
Seas of Trees, & others
i.e. Ecology Commission guidelines
under development; low water use
vegetation; etc.

Y

Comet-Planner? NRCS?
SMC PES Program

2Y

USFS. Land Trusts.
Sheep Mountain
Alliance. Citizen
groups…

3Y

Exension Office; Seas of
Trees; others?

2Y

Extension Office;

Wetland Protection

Similarly to forests and grasslands,
riparian areas sequester alot of
carbon in addition to a range of
other ecological benefits

2Y

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reductio
n
MV

PARTNER
S

Through continued engagement with community members, elected officials
and partner organizations, SEB will advance climate and energy policy to
the benefit of the community. Given the dynamic nature of the policy
landscape, SEB will continue a formal process for prioritizing and
advocating on key issues.
Continue to participate in regional
collaboration of local governments,
stakeholders and utilities to drive
regional clean energy transition &
GHG emissions reduction

Existing through Sneffels Energy Board

Participate in state-level organizations
to drive regional clean energy
Continue to participate in CC4CA; &
transition & GHG emissions reduction others

4Y

SEB

1Y

CC4CA &
others

All governments, organizations,
communities use an effective impact
assessment tool. Examples topics:
Consider GHG emissions as part of all Tourist marketing, Affordable housing,
decision-making processes. Utilize a new large construction projects, impact of
GHG impact assessment tool, if
increased flights & tourism… and on the
available, to quantify GHG emission or sequestration side: revegetation projects,
sequestration impacts.
tree planting, LUC policies, etc.

Y

Increase community-level outreach
and engagment with implementation of
the Climate Action Plan.

Y

ICLEI
ClearPath
Tool
WPL,
other
libraries?
Rotary
Club?
Telluride
Institute?

Collaborate between municipalities &
organizations on actions when
beneficial.

Y

SEB

Recommendation

Comments

OBJECTIVE: Increase percentage of
electricity provided by renewable energy
sources.
Establish a local renewable energy
generation target and implement actions to
achieve it.
Do not specify target in CAP.

GHG
Reduction
Potential MV

PARTNERS

3Y

SMPA

2Y

SMPA; WCU

Advance regional grid flexibility to enable a Include as guidance / input from SEB to
modernize renewable electricity supply.
SMPA

4Y

SMPA

Install renewable energy on government
facilities.

Examples already exist, what other
potential is there?

3Y

DOLA grants? SMPA

Incentivize, promote & encourage netmetered solar systems on residential &
commercial roofs / or ideal pole-mount
locations

Encourage RE development
consideration in Land Use Codes?
Master Plans?

4Y

Support SMPA in estalishing goals &
promotion?

4Y

SMPA; Solar
installers? HOA's?
SMPA; WPL; ROCC;
Rotary Club; Telluride
Institute; HOA's...
Anyone who sends
out community
newsletters

SMPA; MV; others? CO RENU Loan;
Alpine Bank Loan; C-PACE

2Y

SMPA; Solar
installers?

Identify and eliminate barriers to local
renewable energy generation.

Encourage community participation in
SMPA Totally Green program for electricity
not covered by local renewable energy
production
Work with renewable energy installation
businesses to promote RE incentives &
financing opportunities.

Tri-state cap with SMPA contract;
Waive permit fees; Local regulations;
Sales Tax Legislation

Support SMPA in increasing community
solar arrays in the region.
Expand solar programs for low-income
households (i.e. GRID Alternatives)

Incentives for developers? proposals?
identify locations? by when is this
feasible? (Ask SMPA - has capacity
feasibility study been completed?)
DISCUSS WITH SMPA - WHAT CAN
OTHERS DO TO SUPPORT THIS?
Norwood IQ array is 87% sold, per
SMPA. So longer term goal?

2Y

Develop local hydropower capacity (ideally
existing dam retrofits, micro-hydro, pico-hydro,
and run of the river)

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. What potential
isn't developed of gravity-fed piping,
small dams, irrigation ditches? place
mini-hydro turbines in existing
infrastructure where appropriate.
WATER / DROUGHT CONCERNS.

Does MV
have
untapped
3 potential?

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. Applies to
wastewater plants & feedstock. Can
Install methane digesters, both small and large (if SMC Land Use study & PES program
adequate feedstock is available)
inform this item?

Y

3

SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA
SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reduction
Potential
MV

PARTNER
S

OBJECTIVE: Beneficial Electrification of Buildings
Transition building mechanical equipment and appliances
from fossil fuels to electricity through incentives, outreach Focus on New Construction & Retrofits /
and building codes. Include: space and water heating,
time of replacement. Existing: SMPA
appliances and other equipment
incentives & Trade Ally program

4Y

SMPA

Is GSHP applicable in our region?
Encourage transition to cold climate air
Encourage transition to / use of geothermal, air source
source heat pumps (ccASHP).
heat pumps, or other available heat exchange technology Expensive?

4Y

SMPA

Codes for New Construction, Remodels and
Additions

Adopt the 2018 International codes with specific local
requirements to exceed minimum standards.

2018 IECC adopted by most
jurisdictions (but not yet all). INCLUDE
IN ACCOMPLISHMENTS and indicate
short-term Municipal-specific actions for
those that have not yet adopted.

Strengthen existing building efficiency standards and
codes to require 10% better than basic code construction,
update building energy codes at least every 6 years, and
move towards Net Zero Energy buildings. Incentivize
Beyond Code construction practices.
Continue to coordinate regional alignment of energy
codes and 'beyond code' preferences

Incentivize now, aim toward
strengthening codes.
ongoing effort; began 2008…
CONTINUE

3

3Y
2Y

Facilitate education for contractors, architects and
property managers

Ongoing by EAP, could increase in
partnership with others

1Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Promote / incentivize optimal control systems and
thermostat settings to couple comfort with efficiency

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

4 MV

BHE;
SMPA

Promote / Incentivize building automation systems (such Lodging oriented action. MUNICIPALas key card entry activation of electricity in lodging rooms) SPECIFIC?

?

MV

BHE;
SMPA

Natural Gas Efficiency:
Continue rebate and incentive programs to replace old or BHE residential, small business & large
inefficient systems/appliances
commercial programs exist
Encourage water tank insulation and pipe wrap on hot
water systems
Provide technical assistance for natural gas heating
alternatives

with high R-value insulation & pipe wrap,
GHG potential increases
In process: develop & expands SMPA
Trade Ally program

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

SMPA

Improve the energy efficiency performance of
existing buildings

4

Continue to provide and educate community members on
energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives
BHE programs; SMPA incentives.
available from SMPA, BHE, and municipalities.
ALREADY IN PLACE. CONTINUE.

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

Incentivize yes, by SMPA / Tri-State?
Green Grants? use of E-Temp
equipment?

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

EDUCATE; MAKE MANDATORY;

2Y

Incentivize refrigeration upgrades
Incentivize, mandate & educate on "Away" mode
technology
for second homesg when
p
pp unoccupied

g

examples: Property Assessed Clean Energy; CO
RENEW; Alpine Bank and other specialized financing
mechanisms

Expand outreach beyond EAP programs

2Y

CO
government
; banks

Encourage utilities to implement energy use comparison
mechanism in monthly billing.

BHE's program was highly effective at
increasing interest in energy
assessments. Resulted in identification
of gas leaks, inefficient controls & more.
SMPA implement O-POWER or similar?
Encourage BHE to reinitiate their
program?

4Y

BHE;
SMPA

Reduce energy consumption in rentals, apartments
and multifamily buildings

3

Support building automation to optimize efficiency and
effectiveness
Incentivize energy efficiency upgrades in rental
properties
Incentivize large employers that provide seasonal
housing to deploy large-scale energy efficiency
upgrades
Develop renter-specific outreach and education
campaigns

MORE APPLICABILITY W LARGE
HOMES & COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TOWN-SPECIFIC; PRIORITIZE LOW
INCOME

2 MV?

MV-specific

2 MV

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

1 MV?

Anticipate and mitigate likely expansion of air
conditioning use in new & existing buildings

Installation of A/C seems to be dictated
by new incoming owners to the region,
however improving controls & design to
mitigate would help.

2

Avoid or prolong the need for air conditioning via building
design and management. Utilize education & outreach to
building trades, owners, and facility and property
managers.
Encourage high efficiency air conditioning systems as AC
use becomes more prevalent
Coordinate with efforts to adopt high efficiency electric
heating systems (i.e. dual ground/air-source heat pumps)

EAP Property Manager & Building trade
education programs could address this.
beyond code requirements? increase
SMPA incentive requirements?
Overlaps with above; SMPA Trade Ally
program w/ ccASHP

Others:
Encourage continued regular "Cost of Service
Studies" by SMPA to incentivize and balance
current and future priorities (i.e. EVs, fuel
switching, time of use, peak shaving, energy
efficiency, DSM).

Include

3Y

Continue to host and expand EcoAction Partners
Green business program awarding and
highlighting business that achieve energy
efficiency and sustainability thresholds

EAP Green Business program
CONTINUE

1Y

3Y

Regional
trades
expertise

3Y
2Y
2Y

SMPA
Chambers
of
Commerce;
Rotary
Club; &
other
business

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Decrease vehicle travel

EAP Staff Comments

Continue Outreach & Education efforts around
mass transit options.

Subsidize/make bus passes available to
commuting workers
Enable more workforce to live near work
or improve transit options

GHG
Reduction
Potential
MV

Y
Already being done to some extent.
More opportunity to work with other big
employers in area, SMART, etc.?

2Y

Affordable Housing

4Y

Reduce in-community vehicle use by
residents and visitors.

PARTNER
S

SMART;
Region 10
TSG; other
large
employers;
SMART

Y

OBJECTIVE: Increase use of Electric
Vehicles (EVs)

Improved tracking & analysis of EV
station use

SMPA metering per EV station (&
not mixed with infrastructure
electricity use) would be helpful.

1Y

SMPA

Provide free EV charging stations

What locations are free? Other
locations needed? Market station
locations more broadly.

2Y

SMPA

Increase # EV charging stations when current
EV stations are shown to be at peak capacity.

If there is demand, increase in
visible/accessible locations (FUTURE
ITEM)

2Y

SMPA

Electrify fleet vehicles when viable.

SMART has plans. Timeframe?

4Y

SMART;
SMPA

Require new construction to be EV ready

Incorporate into building codes.

2Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Recommendation
EAP Staff Comments
OBJECTIVE: Decrease GHG emissions per
passenger associated with airline flights serving our
region
- Does TEX already promote / market
the Carbon offset program available
through PCI to passengers? YES, we
have coordinated with Pinhead Institute
Educate, Outreach and Encourage travelers to offset
on various occasions during busy
their travel with carbon offset programs, emphasizing
activity in a Carbon Offset program
locally available options.
since 2017.
Market forces / feasibility of influence
Support policies that encourage airlines to increase
plane capacity/decrease # of flights.
concerns.

Encourage increased use of biofuel as jet fuels at all
regional airports. Support education of passengers
about use of biofuels.

Telluride airport initiated use 2021.
"TEX will be one of the first Airports that
will begin utilizing blended bio and
recycled Jet Fuel that meets all aircraft
performance standards". More
expensive, low supply volume currently.
Longer term goal for other regional
airports to use. "- Does TEX have a
plan to market / communicate with
passengers and the broader community
TEX's use of biofuel? YES, we are
preparing marketing and
communication with the help of our fuel
supplier AVFUEL. As a means of
educating the public & increasing public
support? YES
- Is TEX using SAF for all of the Jet-A
fuel provided at the airport? NO Or just
a percentage at this point? At this time
our goal is to provide 25% of our fuel
sales as SAF. We are balancing costs
and availability. We are proud to say
that we will be one of the first Airports in
Colorado that provide SAF.

GHG
Reduction
Potential MV

PARTNERS

Regional airports; TEX

1Y

Regional airports; TEX

Y

Regional airports; TEX

4/1 Y

Regional airports; TEX

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Potential
MV

PARTNERS

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the overall volume of
waste transported to landfills. Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose and
Composting.
Continue community outreach, education &
engagement efforts to reduce waste and
improve effective utilization of recycling
services and composting options.
Require waste haulers to improve
available waste volume data.
Expand Plastic Film Upcycling Program and
other recycling programming
Continue hazardous waste collection services
and increase availability to other communities
Decrease festival & event waste through
waste reduction, resource recovery &
composting. Require contracts for
services where appropriate.
Support restaurants and businsesses with
waste reduction.
Encourage waste haulers to use clean
vehicles.
OBJECTIVE: Increase Composting in the
region.
Increase community compost programs
and individual residential composters,
and encourage participation in
composting programs.

Decrease paper consumption; Reduce
single-use plastics; & more fall under
this broader category

2Y

State-level requirements for WM to
provide data? Include in municipal
contracts at time of renewal.

2Y

EAP Plastic Film program growing.

2Y

SMC annual collection. Ouray County?

2/1 Y

Telluride requires for most festivals.
Ridgway volunteers manage (improved
composting methodology needed).

2Y

Zero Waste checklist: include in EAP
Green Business Program. Collaborate
with partners for greater outreach

2Y
3Y

Potential to reduce 65% of landfill waste
through composting
FUTURE potential to require
composting,but must first increase
availability & viability of use

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

Festival & event
owners & managers

Waste Management;
Bruin; 3XM

3Y

Large-scale
composting
businesses, such as
3XM

Make finished compost available for
local use at farms/gardens etc.

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

OBJECTIVE: Decrease Construction &
Demolition Waste
Reduce construction & demolition waste
through encouragement, incentives, and
ordinances.
Telluride has a voluntary program

2Y

Municipal Building
Departments

Implement large-scale green waste
collection programs.

government collaboration / leadership
helpful

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Reduce Water Consumption from
Municipal and Industrial Uses
Continue to track water and wastewater use data,
associated energy use, & impacts of conservation /
drought measures
Evaluate & implement system methodologies to reduce
water-associated energy use

EAP Staff Comments

SEB annual water data analysis

Install water meters

Water usage data improvement
environmentally sound domestic water conservation
plans.

continue making progress to
understand water consumption and
reduce water system leakage
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC
What communities do not yet have
them?

OBJECTIVE: Improve watershed health and security
Continue development, adoption, implementation
and enforcement of municipal drought mitigation
plans to reduce water use.

Support efforts of organizations (local, regional,
and statewide) that focus on water security and
watershed ecological health.

1Y

PARTNERS

Municipal
water
departments

2Y
Utilize financial incentive
programs. Establish water rate
structures based on use.
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC

Encourage/incentivize low flow water fixtures

GHG
Reduction
Potential
MV

1/1

CO state
grants

1 MV

Partially required by building codes
& conservation plans

2Y

CONTINUE - Outside watering
restrictions are effective as seen
through water data tracking. ANY
MUNICIPALITIES NOT HAVE THEM
YET?

1Y

1Y

CO state
government
support?

San Miguel
Watershed
Coalition;
Uncompaghr
e Watershed
Partnership

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Potential
MV

MANY: Local farmers
markets; food coops &
producers; MV Farm-toTable program;

OBJECTIVE: Increase local organic / natural food
production and consumption.
Potential hydroponic production?
Hydroponics are feasible just about
Continue to increase local food supply &
anywhere… cost effectivity will depend
consumption. Develop creative incentive
on heating/building efficiency costs.
programs and explore hydroponic or other
Chris put in a big push with Dr. John and
alternative methods for increasing production and other WCU people to get some MEMers
lengthening our food growing season.
on this
Develop methods of tracking data to quantify increase in Tracking and monitoring allows for us to
volume & associated GHG reductions, if possible
assess the effictivity of our actions.

PARTNERS

4Y
2Y

WCU?

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Potential
MV

OBJECTIVES: Increase the GHG
sequestration and water retention capacity of
SMC PES component
land in the region.

PARTNERS
MANY! Including
agricultural producers

Increase yield and health of crops and
livestock, through the use of regenerative
SMC PES component
agricultural and ranching practices.
Increase GHG sequestration capacity of trees
SMC PES component
and plant life in the region.
SMC Land Use GHG Inventory COMPLETE, so list as
Support San Miguel County in implementing their accomplishment, along with a link to
it. PES is SMC program to improve soil
Payment for EcoSystem Services (PES)
Program.
health through changes in land
https://sanmiguelwc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJ management practices. Track benefits
ournal/index.html?appid=e7b35f74886344afb693 through calculations of associated
1deadea6e4fc
carbon sequestration and other metrics.

Y

Utilize SMC's Land Use GHG Inventory and PES
Program experiences to develop and implement
similar land use recommendations for Ouray
Or implement a similar study specific for
County
Ouray County. FUTURE
Quantify GHG impacts of carbon sequestration
actions and relate them to our GHG emissions
inventory.

Increase measures to promote and protect
healthy forests.
Implement programs, develop incentives
and encourage the planting of trees
appropriate for specific ecological zones.
Encourage landscaping according to
recommended best practices for local
ecological zone

Forests capture and store carbon, both
in their bodies and below the soil
surface, protecting certain areas of the
forest ensures long term sequestration
capacity
Existing initiatives with Extension office,
Seas of Trees, & others
i.e. Ecology Commission guidelines
under development; low water use
vegetation; etc.

Y

Comet-Planner? NRCS?
SMC PES Program

2Y

USFS. Land Trusts.
Sheep Mountain Alliance.
Citizen groups…

3Y

Exension Office; Seas of
Trees; others?

2Y

Extension Office;

Wetland Protection

Similarly to forests and grasslands,
riparian areas sequester alot of
carbon in addition to a range of
other ecological benefits

2Y

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reductio
n
Norwood

PARTNER
S

Through continued engagement with community members, elected officials
and partner organizations, SEB will advance climate and energy policy to
the benefit of the community. Given the dynamic nature of the policy
landscape, SEB will continue a formal process for prioritizing and
advocating on key issues.
Continue to participate in regional
collaboration of local governments,
stakeholders and utilities to drive
regional clean energy transition &
GHG emissions reduction

Existing through Sneffels Energy Board

Participate in state-level organizations
to drive regional clean energy
Continue to participate in CC4CA; &
transition & GHG emissions reduction others

4Y

SEB

1Y

CC4CA &
others

All governments, organizations,
communities use an effective impact
assessment tool. Examples topics:
Consider GHG emissions as part of all Tourist marketing, Affordable housing,
decision-making processes. Utilize a new large construction projects, impact of
increased flights & tourism… and on the
GHG impact assessment tool, if
available, to quantify GHG emission or sequestration side: revegetation projects,
tree planting, LUC policies, etc.
sequestration impacts.

Y

Increase community-level outreach
and engagment with implementation of
the Climate Action Plan.

Y

ICLEI
ClearPath
Tool
WPL,
other
libraries?
Rotary
Club?
Telluride
Institute?

Collaborate between municipalities &
organizations on actions when
beneficial.

Y

SEB

Recommendation

Comments

OBJECTIVE: Increase percentage of electricity
provided by renewable energy sources.
Establish a local renewable energy
generation target and implement actions to
achieve it.
Do not specify target in CAP.

GHG
Reduction
Norwood
Potential

PARTNERS

3Y

SMPA

2Y

SMPA; WCU

Advance regional grid flexibility to enable a Include as guidance / input from SEB to
modernize renewable electricity supply.
SMPA

4Y

SMPA

Install renewable energy on government
facilities.

Examples already exist, what other
potential is there?

3Y

DOLA grants? SMPA

Incentivize, promote & encourage netmetered solar systems on residential &
commercial roofs / or ideal pole-mount
locations

Encourage RE development
consideration in Land Use Codes?
Master Plans?

4Y

Support SMPA in estalishing goals &
promotion?

4Y

SMPA; Solar
installers? HOA's?
SMPA; WPL; ROCC;
Rotary Club; Telluride
Institute; HOA's...
Anyone who sends out
community
newsletters

SMPA; MV; others? CO RENU Loan;
Alpine Bank Loan; C-PACE

2Y

SMPA; Solar
installers?

Identify and eliminate barriers to local
renewable energy generation.

Encourage community participation in
SMPA Totally Green program for electricity
not covered by local renewable energy
production
Work with renewable energy installation
businesses to promote RE incentives &
financing opportunities.

Tri-state cap with SMPA contract; Waive
permit fees; Local regulations; Sales
Tax Legislation

Support SMPA in increasing community
solar arrays in the region.
Expand solar programs for low-income
households (i.e. GRID Alternatives)

Incentives for developers? proposals?
identify locations? by when is this
feasible? (Ask SMPA - has capacity
feasibility study been completed?)
DISCUSS WITH SMPA - WHAT CAN
OTHERS DO TO SUPPORT THIS?
Norwood IQ array is 87% sold, per
SMPA. So longer term goal?

2Y

Develop local hydropower capacity (ideally
existing dam retrofits, micro-hydro, pico-hydro,
and run of the river)

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. What potential
isn't developed of gravity-fed piping,
small dams, irrigation ditches? place
mini-hydro turbines in existing
infrastructure where appropriate.
WATER / DROUGHT CONCERNS.

3

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. Applies to
wastewater plants & feedstock. Can
Install methane digesters, both small and large (if SMC Land Use study & PES program
adequate feedstock is available)
inform this item?

Y

3

SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA
SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reduction
Norwood
Potential

PARTNER
S

OBJECTIVE: Beneficial Electrification of Buildings
Transition building mechanical equipment and appliances
from fossil fuels to electricity through incentives, outreach Focus on New Construction & Retrofits /
time of replacement. Existing: SMPA
and building codes. Include: space and water heating,
incentives & Trade Ally program
appliances and other equipment

4Y

SMPA

Is GSHP applicable in our region?
Encourage transition to cold climate air
Encourage transition to / use of geothermal, air source
source heat pumps (ccASHP).
heat pumps, or other available heat exchange technology Expensive?

4Y

SMPA

Codes for New Construction, Remodels and
Additions

Adopt the 2018 International codes with specific local
requirements to exceed minimum standards.

2018 IECC adopted by most
jurisdictions (but not yet all). INCLUDE
IN ACCOMPLISHMENTS and indicate
short-term Municipal-specific actions for
those that have not yet adopted.

Strengthen existing building efficiency standards and
codes to require 10% better than basic code construction,
update building energy codes at least every 6 years, and
move towards Net Zero Energy buildings. Incentivize
Beyond Code construction practices.
Continue to coordinate regional alignment of energy
codes and 'beyond code' preferences

Incentivize now, aim toward
strengthening codes.
ongoing effort; began 2008…
CONTINUE

covered by
3 SMC

3Y
2Y

Facilitate education for contractors, architects and
property managers

Ongoing by EAP, could increase in
partnership with others

1Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Promote / incentivize optimal control systems and
thermostat settings to couple comfort with efficiency

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

4

BHE;
SMPA

Promote / Incentivize building automation systems (such Lodging oriented action. MUNICIPALas key card entry activation of electricity in lodging rooms) SPECIFIC?

BHE;
SMPA

?

Natural Gas Efficiency:
Continue rebate and incentive programs to replace old or BHE residential, small business & large
inefficient systems/appliances
commercial programs exist
Encourage water tank insulation and pipe wrap on hot
water systems
Provide technical assistance for natural gas heating
alternatives

with high R-value insulation & pipe wrap,
GHG potential increases
In process: develop & expands SMPA
Trade Ally program

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

SMPA

Improve the energy efficiency performance of
existing buildings

4

Continue to provide and educate community members on
BHE programs; SMPA incentives.
energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives
available from SMPA, BHE, and municipalities.
ALREADY IN PLACE. CONTINUE.

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

Incentivize yes, by SMPA / Tri-State?
Green Grants? use of E-Temp
equipment?

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

EDUCATE; MAKE MANDATORY;

2Y

Incentivize refrigeration upgrades
Incentivize, mandate & educate on "Away" mode
technology
for second homesg when
p
pp unoccupied

g

examples: Property Assessed Clean Energy; CO
RENEW; Alpine Bank and other specialized financing
mechanisms

Expand outreach beyond EAP programs

2Y

CO
government
; banks

Encourage utilities to implement energy use comparison
mechanism in monthly billing.

BHE's program was highly effective at
increasing interest in energy
assessments. Resulted in identification
of gas leaks, inefficient controls & more.
SMPA implement O-POWER or similar?
Encourage BHE to reinitiate their
program?

4Y

BHE;
SMPA

Reduce energy consumption in rentals, apartments
and multifamily buildings

3

Support building automation to optimize efficiency and
effectiveness
Incentivize energy efficiency upgrades in rental
properties
Incentivize large employers that provide seasonal
housing to deploy large-scale energy efficiency
upgrades
Develop renter-specific outreach and education
campaigns

MORE APPLICABILITY W LARGE
HOMES & COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TOWN-SPECIFIC; PRIORITIZE LOW
INCOME

3Y

Regional
trades
expertise

2

MV-specific

2

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

1

Anticipate and mitigate likely expansion of air
conditioning use in new & existing buildings

Installation of A/C seems to be dictated
by new incoming owners to the region,
however improving controls & design to
mitigate would help.

2

Avoid or prolong the need for air conditioning via building
design and management. Utilize education & outreach to
building trades, owners, and facility and property
managers.
Encourage high efficiency air conditioning systems as AC
use becomes more prevalent
Coordinate with efforts to adopt high efficiency electric
heating systems (i.e. dual ground/air-source heat pumps)

EAP Property Manager & Building trade
education programs could address this.
beyond code requirements? increase
SMPA incentive requirements?
Overlaps with above; SMPA Trade Ally
program w/ ccASHP

Others:
Encourage continued regular "Cost of Service
Studies" by SMPA to incentivize and balance
current and future priorities (i.e. EVs, fuel
switching, time of use, peak shaving, energy
efficiency, DSM).

Include

3Y

Continue to host and expand EcoAction Partners
Green business program awarding and
highlighting business that achieve energy
efficiency and sustainability thresholds

EAP Green Business program
CONTINUE

1Y

3Y
2Y
2Y

SMPA
Chambers
of
Commerce;
Rotary
Club; &
other
business

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Decrease vehicle travel

EAP Staff Comments

Continue Outreach & Education efforts around
mass transit options.

Subsidize/make bus passes available to
commuting workers
Enable more workforce to live near work
or improve transit options

GHG
Reduction
Norwood
Potential

Y
Already being done to some extent.
More opportunity to work with other big
employers in area, SMART, etc.?

2Y

Affordable Housing

4Y

Reduce in-community vehicle use by
residents and visitors.

PARTNER
S

SMART;
Region 10
TSG; other
large
employers;
SMART

Y

OBJECTIVE: Increase use of Electric
Vehicles (EVs)

Improved tracking & analysis of EV
station use

SMPA metering per EV station (&
not mixed with infrastructure
electricity use) would be helpful.

1Y

SMPA

Provide free EV charging stations

What locations are free? Other
locations needed? Market station
locations more broadly.

2Y

SMPA

Increase # EV charging stations when current
EV stations are shown to be at peak capacity.

If there is demand, increase in
visible/accessible locations (FUTURE
ITEM)

2Y

SMPA

Electrify fleet vehicles when viable.

SMART has plans. Timeframe?

4Y

SMART;
SMPA

Require new construction to be EV ready

Incorporate into building codes.

2Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Norwood
Potential

OBJECTIVE: Decrease GHG emissions per passenger
associated with airline flights serving our region

- Does TEX already promote / market
the Carbon offset program available
through PCI to passengers? YES, we
have coordinated with Pinhead Institute
Educate, Outreach and Encourage travelers to offset their on various occasions during busy
travel with carbon offset programs, emphasizing locally
activity in a Carbon Offset program
available options.
since 2017.
Support policies that encourage airlines to increase plane Market forces / feasibility of influence
capacity/decrease # of flights.
concerns.

Telluride airport initiated use 2021. "TEX
will be one of the first Airports that will
begin utilizing blended bio and recycled
Jet Fuel that meets all aircraft
performance standards". More
expensive, low supply volume currently.
Longer term goal for other regional
airports to use. "- Does TEX have a
plan to market / communicate with
passengers and the broader community
TEX's use of biofuel? YES, we are
preparing marketing and communication
with the help of our fuel supplier
AVFUEL. As a means of educating the
public & increasing public support? YES
- Is TEX using SAF for all of the Jet-A
fuel provided at the airport? NO Or just a
percentage at this point? At this time
our goal is to provide 25% of our fuel
sales as SAF. We are balancing costs
Encourage increased use of biofuel as jet fuels at all
and availability. We are proud to say that
regional airports. Support education of passengers about we will be one of the first Airports in
use of biofuels.
Colorado that provide SAF.

1Y
Y

4/1 Y

PARTNERS
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Norwood
Potential

PARTNERS

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the overall volume of
waste transported to landfills. Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose and
Composting.
Continue community outreach, education &
engagement efforts to reduce waste and
improve effective utilization of recycling
services and composting options.
Require waste haulers to improve
available waste volume data.
Expand Plastic Film Upcycling Program and
other recycling programming
Continue hazardous waste collection services
and increase availability to other communities
Decrease festival & event waste through
waste reduction, resource recovery &
composting. Require contracts for
services where appropriate.
Support restaurants and businsesses with
waste reduction.
Encourage waste haulers to use clean
vehicles.
OBJECTIVE: Increase Composting in the
region.
Increase community compost programs
and individual residential composters,
and encourage participation in
composting programs.

Decrease paper consumption; Reduce
single-use plastics; & more fall under
this broader category

2Y

State-level requirements for WM to
provide data? Include in municipal
contracts at time of renewal.

2Y

EAP Plastic Film program growing.

2Y

SMC annual collection. Ouray County?

2/1 Y

Telluride requires for most festivals.
Ridgway volunteers manage (improved
composting methodology needed).

2Y

Zero Waste checklist: include in EAP
Green Business Program. Collaborate
with partners for greater outreach

2Y
3Y

Potential to reduce 65% of landfill waste
through composting
FUTURE potential to require
composting,but must first increase
availability & viability of use

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

Festival & event
owners & managers

Waste Management;
Bruin; 3XM

3Y

Large-scale
composting
businesses, such as
3XM

Make finished compost available for
local use at farms/gardens etc.

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

OBJECTIVE: Decrease Construction &
Demolition Waste
Reduce construction & demolition waste
through encouragement, incentives, and
ordinances.
Telluride has a voluntary program

2Y

Municipal Building
Departments

Implement large-scale green waste
collection programs.

government collaboration / leadership
helpful

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Reduce Water Consumption from
Municipal and Industrial Uses
Continue to track water and wastewater use data,
associated energy use, & impacts of conservation /
drought measures
Evaluate & implement system methodologies to reduce
water-associated energy use

EAP Staff Comments

SEB annual water data analysis

GHG
Reduction
Norwood
Potential

1Y

PARTNERS

Municipal
water
departments

2Y

Install water meters

Utilize financial incentive
programs. Establish water rate
structures based on use.
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC

Water usage data improvement
environmentally sound domestic water conservation
plans.

continue making progress to
understand water consumption and
reduce water system leakage
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC
What communities do not yet have
them?

1 Norwood

Encourage/incentivize low flow water fixtures

Partially required by building codes
& conservation plans

2Y

1/1

CO state
grants

CO state
government
support?

OBJECTIVE: Improve watershed health and security

CONTINUE - Outside watering
restrictions are effective as seen
Continue development, adoption, implementation through water data tracking. ANY
and enforcement of municipal drought mitigation MUNICIPALITIES NOT HAVE THEM
plans to reduce water use.
YET?

1Y

Support efforts of organizations (local, regional,
and statewide) that focus on water security and
watershed ecological health.

1Y

San Miguel
Watershed
Coalition;
Uncompaghr
e Watershed
Partnership

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Norwood
Potential

MANY: Local farmers
markets; food coops &
producers; MV Farm-toTable program;

OBJECTIVE: Increase local organic / natural food
production and consumption.
Potential hydroponic production?
Hydroponics are feasible just about
Continue to increase local food supply &
anywhere… cost effectivity will depend
consumption. Develop creative incentive
on heating/building efficiency costs.
programs and explore hydroponic or other
Chris put in a big push with Dr. John and
alternative methods for increasing production and other WCU people to get some MEMers
lengthening our food growing season.
on this
Develop methods of tracking data to quantify increase in Tracking and monitoring allows for us to
volume & associated GHG reductions, if possible
assess the effictivity of our actions.

PARTNERS

4Y
2Y

WCU? Ophir Self
Reliance Committee

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Norwood
Potential

OBJECTIVES: Increase the GHG
sequestration and water retention capacity of
SMC PES component
land in the region.

PARTNERS
MANY! Including
agricultural producers

Increase yield and health of crops and
livestock, through the use of regenerative
SMC PES component
agricultural and ranching practices.
Increase GHG sequestration capacity of trees
SMC PES component
and plant life in the region.
SMC Land Use GHG Inventory COMPLETE, so list as
Support San Miguel County in implementing their accomplishment, along with a link to
it. PES is SMC program to improve soil
Payment for EcoSystem Services (PES)
health through changes in land
Program.
https://sanmiguelwc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJ management practices. Track benefits
ournal/index.html?appid=e7b35f74886344afb693 through calculations of associated
carbon sequestration and other metrics.
1deadea6e4fc

Y

Utilize SMC's Land Use GHG Inventory and PES
Program experiences to develop and implement
similar land use recommendations for Ouray
Or implement a similar study specific for
County
Ouray County. FUTURE
Quantify GHG impacts of carbon sequestration
actions and relate them to our GHG emissions
inventory.

Increase measures to promote and protect
healthy forests.
Implement programs, develop incentives
and encourage the planting of trees
appropriate for specific ecological zones.
Encourage landscaping according to
recommended best practices for local
ecological zone

o ests captu e a d sto e ca bo , bot
in their bodies and below the soil
surface, protecting certain areas of the
forest ensures long term sequestration
capacity
Existing initiatives with Extension office,
Seas of Trees, & others
i.e. Ecology Commission guidelines
under development; low water use
vegetation; etc.

Y

Comet-Planner? NRCS?
SMC PES Program

2Y

USFS. Land Trusts.
Sheep Mountain Alliance.
Citizen groups…

3Y

Exension Office; Seas of
Trees; others?

2Y

Extension Office;

Wetland Protection

Similarly to forests and grasslands,
riparian areas sequester alot of
carbon in addition to a range of
other ecological benefits

2Y

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reductio
n
Ophir

PARTNER
S

Through continued engagement with community members, elected officials
and partner organizations, SEB will advance climate and energy policy to
the benefit of the community. Given the dynamic nature of the policy
landscape, SEB will continue a formal process for prioritizing and
advocating on key issues.
Continue to participate in regional
collaboration of local governments,
stakeholders and utilities to drive
regional clean energy transition &
GHG emissions reduction

Existing through Sneffels Energy Board

Participate in state-level organizations
to drive regional clean energy
Continue to participate in CC4CA; &
transition & GHG emissions reduction others

4Y

SEB

1Y

CC4CA &
others

All governments, organizations,
communities use an effective impact
assessment tool. Examples topics:
Consider GHG emissions as part of all Tourist marketing, Affordable housing,
decision-making processes. Utilize a new large construction projects, impact of
increased flights & tourism… and on the
GHG impact assessment tool, if
available, to quantify GHG emission or sequestration side: revegetation projects,
tree planting, LUC policies, etc.
sequestration impacts.

Y

Increase community-level outreach
and engagment with implementation of
the Climate Action Plan.

Y

ICLEI
ClearPath
Tool
WPL,
other
libraries?
Rotary
Club?
Telluride
Institute?

Collaborate between municipalities &
organizations on actions when
beneficial.

Y

SEB

Recommendation

Comments

OBJECTIVE: Increase percentage of electricity
provided by renewable energy sources.
Establish a local renewable energy
generation target and implement actions to
achieve it.
Do not specify target in CAP.

GHG
Reduction
Ophir
Potential

PARTNERS

3Y

SMPA

2Y

SMPA; WCU

Advance regional grid flexibility to enable a Include as guidance / input from SEB to
modernize renewable electricity supply.
SMPA

4Y

SMPA

Install renewable energy on government
facilities.

Examples already exist, what other
potential is there?

3Y

DOLA grants? SMPA

Incentivize, promote & encourage netmetered solar systems on residential &
commercial roofs / or ideal pole-mount
locations

Encourage RE development
consideration in Land Use Codes?
Master Plans?

4Y

Support SMPA in estalishing goals &
promotion?

4Y

SMPA; Solar
installers? HOA's?
SMPA; WPL; ROCC;
Rotary Club; Telluride
Institute; HOA's...
Anyone who sends out
community
newsletters

SMPA; MV; others? CO RENU Loan;
Alpine Bank Loan; C-PACE

2Y

SMPA; Solar
installers?

Identify and eliminate barriers to local
renewable energy generation.

Encourage community participation in
SMPA Totally Green program for electricity
not covered by local renewable energy
production
Work with renewable energy installation
businesses to promote RE incentives &
financing opportunities.

Tri-state cap with SMPA contract; Waive
permit fees; Local regulations; Sales
Tax Legislation

Support SMPA in increasing community
solar arrays in the region.
Expand solar programs for low-income
households (i.e. GRID Alternatives)

Incentives for developers? proposals?
identify locations? by when is this
feasible? (Ask SMPA - has capacity
feasibility study been completed?)
DISCUSS WITH SMPA - WHAT CAN
OTHERS DO TO SUPPORT THIS?
Norwood IQ array is 87% sold, per
SMPA. So longer term goal?

2Y

Develop local hydropower capacity (ideally
existing dam retrofits, micro-hydro, pico-hydro,
and run of the river)

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. What potential
isn't developed of gravity-fed piping,
small dams, irrigation ditches? place
mini-hydro turbines in existing
infrastructure where appropriate.
WATER / DROUGHT CONCERNS.

3

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. Applies to
wastewater plants & feedstock. Can
Install methane digesters, both small and large (if SMC Land Use study & PES program
adequate feedstock is available)
inform this item?

Y

3

SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA
SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ophir
Potential

PARTNER
S

OBJECTIVE: Beneficial Electrification of Buildings
Transition building mechanical equipment and appliances
from fossil fuels to electricity through incentives, outreach Focus on New Construction & Retrofits /
time of replacement. Existing: SMPA
and building codes. Include: space and water heating,
incentives & Trade Ally program
appliances and other equipment

4Y

SMPA

Is GSHP applicable in our region?
Encourage transition to cold climate air
Encourage transition to / use of geothermal, air source
source heat pumps (ccASHP).
heat pumps, or other available heat exchange technology Expensive?

4Y

SMPA

Codes for New Construction, Remodels and
Additions

Adopt the 2018 International codes with specific local
requirements to exceed minimum standards.

2018 IECC adopted by most
jurisdictions (but not yet all). INCLUDE
IN ACCOMPLISHMENTS and indicate
short-term Municipal-specific actions for
those that have not yet adopted.

Strengthen existing building efficiency standards and
codes to require 10% better than basic code construction,
update building energy codes at least every 6 years, and
move towards Net Zero Energy buildings. Incentivize
Beyond Code construction practices.
Continue to coordinate regional alignment of energy
codes and 'beyond code' preferences

Incentivize now, aim toward
strengthening codes.
ongoing effort; began 2008…
CONTINUE

3 Ophir

3Y
2Y

Facilitate education for contractors, architects and
property managers

Ongoing by EAP, could increase in
partnership with others

1Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Promote / incentivize optimal control systems and
thermostat settings to couple comfort with efficiency

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

4

BHE;
SMPA

Promote / Incentivize building automation systems (such Lodging oriented action. MUNICIPALas key card entry activation of electricity in lodging rooms) SPECIFIC?

BHE;
SMPA

?

Natural Gas Efficiency:
Continue rebate and incentive programs to replace old or BHE residential, small business & large
inefficient systems/appliances
commercial programs exist
Encourage water tank insulation and pipe wrap on hot
water systems
Provide technical assistance for natural gas heating
alternatives

with high R-value insulation & pipe wrap,
GHG potential increases
In process: develop & expands SMPA
Trade Ally program

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

SMPA

Improve the energy efficiency performance of
existing buildings

4

Continue to provide and educate community members on
BHE programs; SMPA incentives.
energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives
available from SMPA, BHE, and municipalities.
ALREADY IN PLACE. CONTINUE.

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

Incentivize yes, by SMPA / Tri-State?
Green Grants? use of E-Temp
equipment?

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

EDUCATE; MAKE MANDATORY;

2Y

Incentivize refrigeration upgrades
Incentivize, mandate & educate on "Away" mode
technology
for second homesg when
p
pp unoccupied

g

examples: Property Assessed Clean Energy; CO
RENEW; Alpine Bank and other specialized financing
mechanisms

Expand outreach beyond EAP programs

2Y

CO
government
; banks

Encourage utilities to implement energy use comparison
mechanism in monthly billing.

BHE's program was highly effective at
increasing interest in energy
assessments. Resulted in identification
of gas leaks, inefficient controls & more.
SMPA implement O-POWER or similar?
Encourage BHE to reinitiate their
program?

4Y

BHE;
SMPA

Reduce energy consumption in rentals, apartments
and multifamily buildings

3

Support building automation to optimize efficiency and
effectiveness
Incentivize energy efficiency upgrades in rental
properties
Incentivize large employers that provide seasonal
housing to deploy large-scale energy efficiency
upgrades
Develop renter-specific outreach and education
campaigns

MORE APPLICABILITY W LARGE
HOMES & COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TOWN-SPECIFIC; PRIORITIZE LOW
INCOME

3Y

Regional
trades
expertise

2

MV-specific

2

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

1

Anticipate and mitigate likely expansion of air
conditioning use in new & existing buildings

Installation of A/C seems to be dictated
by new incoming owners to the region,
however improving controls & design to
mitigate would help.

2

Avoid or prolong the need for air conditioning via building
design and management. Utilize education & outreach to
building trades, owners, and facility and property
managers.
Encourage high efficiency air conditioning systems as AC
use becomes more prevalent
Coordinate with efforts to adopt high efficiency electric
heating systems (i.e. dual ground/air-source heat pumps)

EAP Property Manager & Building trade
education programs could address this.
beyond code requirements? increase
SMPA incentive requirements?
Overlaps with above; SMPA Trade Ally
program w/ ccASHP

Others:
Encourage continued regular "Cost of Service
Studies" by SMPA to incentivize and balance
current and future priorities (i.e. EVs, fuel
switching, time of use, peak shaving, energy
efficiency, DSM).

Include

3Y

Continue to host and expand EcoAction Partners
Green business program awarding and
highlighting business that achieve energy
efficiency and sustainability thresholds

EAP Green Business program
CONTINUE

1Y

3Y
2Y
2Y

SMPA
Chambers
of
Commerce;
Rotary
Club; &
other
business

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Decrease vehicle travel

EAP Staff Comments

Continue Outreach & Education efforts around
mass transit options.

Subsidize/make bus passes available to
commuting workers
Enable more workforce to live near work
or improve transit options

GHG
Reduction
Ophir
Potential

Y
Already being done to some extent.
More opportunity to work with other big
employers in area, SMART, etc.?

2Y

Affordable Housing

4Y

Reduce in-community vehicle use by
residents and visitors.

PARTNER
S

SMART;
Region 10
TSG; other
large
employers;
SMART

Y

OBJECTIVE: Increase use of Electric
Vehicles (EVs)

Improved tracking & analysis of EV
station use

SMPA metering per EV station (&
not mixed with infrastructure
electricity use) would be helpful.

1Y

SMPA

Provide free EV charging stations

What locations are free? Other
locations needed? Market station
locations more broadly.

2Y

SMPA

Increase # EV charging stations when current
EV stations are shown to be at peak capacity.

If there is demand, increase in
visible/accessible locations (FUTURE
ITEM)

2Y

SMPA

Electrify fleet vehicles when viable.

SMART has plans. Timeframe?

4Y

SMART;
SMPA

Require new construction to be EV ready

Incorporate into building codes.

2Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ophir
Potential

OBJECTIVE: Decrease GHG emissions per passenger
associated with airline flights serving our region

- Does TEX already promote / market
the Carbon offset program available
through PCI to passengers? YES, we
have coordinated with Pinhead Institute
Educate, Outreach and Encourage travelers to offset their on various occasions during busy
travel with carbon offset programs, emphasizing locally
activity in a Carbon Offset program
available options.
since 2017.
Support policies that encourage airlines to increase plane Market forces / feasibility of influence
capacity/decrease # of flights.
concerns.

Telluride airport initiated use 2021. "TEX
will be one of the first Airports that will
begin utilizing blended bio and recycled
Jet Fuel that meets all aircraft
performance standards". More
expensive, low supply volume currently.
Longer term goal for other regional
airports to use. "- Does TEX have a
plan to market / communicate with
passengers and the broader community
TEX's use of biofuel? YES, we are
preparing marketing and communication
with the help of our fuel supplier
AVFUEL. As a means of educating the
public & increasing public support? YES
- Is TEX using SAF for all of the Jet-A
fuel provided at the airport? NO Or just a
percentage at this point? At this time
our goal is to provide 25% of our fuel
sales as SAF. We are balancing costs
Encourage increased use of biofuel as jet fuels at all
and availability. We are proud to say that
regional airports. Support education of passengers about we will be one of the first Airports in
use of biofuels.
Colorado that provide SAF.

1Y
Y

4/1 Y

PARTNERS
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ophir
Potential

PARTNERS

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the overall volume of
waste transported to landfills. Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose and
Composting.
Continue community outreach, education &
engagement efforts to reduce waste and
improve effective utilization of recycling
services and composting options.
Require waste haulers to improve
available waste volume data.
Expand Plastic Film Upcycling Program and
other recycling programming
Continue hazardous waste collection services
and increase availability to other communities
Decrease festival & event waste through
waste reduction, resource recovery &
composting. Require contracts for
services where appropriate.
Support restaurants and businsesses with
waste reduction.
Encourage waste haulers to use clean
vehicles.
OBJECTIVE: Increase Composting in the
region.
Increase community compost programs
and individual residential composters,
and encourage participation in
composting programs.

Decrease paper consumption; Reduce
single-use plastics; & more fall under
this broader category

2Y

State-level requirements for WM to
provide data? Include in municipal
contracts at time of renewal.

2Y

EAP Plastic Film program growing.

2Y

SMC annual collection. Ouray County?

2/1 Y

Telluride requires for most festivals.
Ridgway volunteers manage (improved
composting methodology needed).

2Y

Zero Waste checklist: include in EAP
Green Business Program. Collaborate
with partners for greater outreach

2Y
3Y

Potential to reduce 65% of landfill waste
through composting
FUTURE potential to require
composting,but must first increase
availability & viability of use

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

Festival & event
owners & managers

Waste Management;
Bruin; 3XM

3Y

Large-scale
composting
businesses, such as
3XM

Make finished compost available for
local use at farms/gardens etc.

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

OBJECTIVE: Decrease Construction &
Demolition Waste
Reduce construction & demolition waste
through encouragement, incentives, and
ordinances.
Telluride has a voluntary program

2Y

Municipal Building
Departments

Implement large-scale green waste
collection programs.

government collaboration / leadership
helpful

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Reduce Water Consumption from
Municipal and Industrial Uses
Continue to track water and wastewater use data,
associated energy use, & impacts of conservation /
drought measures
Evaluate & implement system methodologies to reduce
water-associated energy use

EAP Staff Comments

SEB annual water data analysis

GHG
Reduction
Ophir
Potential

1Y

PARTNERS

Municipal
water
departments

2Y

Install water meters

Utilize financial incentive
programs. Establish water rate
structures based on use.
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC

Water usage data improvement
environmentally sound domestic water conservation
plans.

continue making progress to
understand water consumption and
reduce water system leakage
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC
What communities do not yet have
them?

1 Ophir

Encourage/incentivize low flow water fixtures

Partially required by building codes
& conservation plans

2Y

1/1 Ophir

CO state
grants

CO state
government
support?

OBJECTIVE: Improve watershed health and security

CONTINUE - Outside watering
restrictions are effective as seen
Continue development, adoption, implementation through water data tracking. ANY
and enforcement of municipal drought mitigation MUNICIPALITIES NOT HAVE THEM
plans to reduce water use.
YET?

1Y

Support efforts of organizations (local, regional,
and statewide) that focus on water security and
watershed ecological health.

1Y

San Miguel
Watershed
Coalition;
Uncompaghr
e Watershed
Partnership

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ophir
Potential

MANY: Local farmers
markets; food coops &
producers; MV Farm-toTable program;

OBJECTIVE: Increase local organic / natural food
production and consumption.
Potential hydroponic production?
Hydroponics are feasible just about
Continue to increase local food supply &
anywhere… cost effectivity will depend
consumption. Develop creative incentive
on heating/building efficiency costs.
programs and explore hydroponic or other
Chris put in a big push with Dr. John and
alternative methods for increasing production and other WCU people to get some MEMers
lengthening our food growing season.
on this
Develop methods of tracking data to quantify increase in Tracking and monitoring allows for us to
volume & associated GHG reductions, if possible
assess the effictivity of our actions.

PARTNERS

4Y
2Y

WCU? Ophir Self
Reliance Committee

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ophir
Potential

OBJECTIVES: Increase the GHG
sequestration and water retention capacity of
SMC PES component
land in the region.

PARTNERS
MANY! Including
agricultural producers

Increase yield and health of crops and
livestock, through the use of regenerative
SMC PES component
agricultural and ranching practices.
Increase GHG sequestration capacity of trees
SMC PES component
and plant life in the region.
SMC Land Use GHG Inventory COMPLETE, so list as
Support San Miguel County in implementing their accomplishment, along with a link to
it. PES is SMC program to improve soil
Payment for EcoSystem Services (PES)
health through changes in land
Program.
https://sanmiguelwc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJ management practices. Track benefits
ournal/index.html?appid=e7b35f74886344afb693 through calculations of associated
carbon sequestration and other metrics.
1deadea6e4fc

Y

Utilize SMC's Land Use GHG Inventory and PES
Program experiences to develop and implement
similar land use recommendations for Ouray
Or implement a similar study specific for
County
Ouray County. FUTURE
Quantify GHG impacts of carbon sequestration
actions and relate them to our GHG emissions
inventory.

Increase measures to promote and protect
healthy forests.
Implement programs, develop incentives
and encourage the planting of trees
appropriate for specific ecological zones.
Encourage landscaping according to
recommended best practices for local
ecological zone

o ests captu e a d sto e ca bo , bot
in their bodies and below the soil
surface, protecting certain areas of the
forest ensures long term sequestration
capacity
Existing initiatives with Extension office,
Seas of Trees, & others
i.e. Ecology Commission guidelines
under development; low water use
vegetation; etc.

Y

Comet-Planner? NRCS?
SMC PES Program

2Y

USFS. Land Trusts.
Sheep Mountain Alliance.
Citizen groups…

3Y

Exension Office; Seas of
Trees; others?

2Y

Extension Office;

Wetland Protection

Similarly to forests and grasslands,
riparian areas sequester alot of
carbon in addition to a range of
other ecological benefits

2Y

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reductio Ouray
n
County

PARTNER
S

Through continued engagement with community members, elected officials
and partner organizations, SEB will advance climate and energy policy to
the benefit of the community. Given the dynamic nature of the policy
landscape, SEB will continue a formal process for prioritizing and
advocating on key issues.
Continue to participate in regional
collaboration of local governments,
stakeholders and utilities to drive
regional clean energy transition &
GHG emissions reduction

Existing through Sneffels Energy Board

Participate in state-level organizations
to drive regional clean energy
Continue to participate in CC4CA; &
transition & GHG emissions reduction others

4Y

SEB

1Y

CC4CA &
others

All governments, organizations,
communities use an effective impact
assessment tool. Examples topics:
Consider GHG emissions as part of all Tourist marketing, Affordable housing,
decision-making processes. Utilize a new large construction projects, impact of
increased flights & tourism… and on the
GHG impact assessment tool, if
available, to quantify GHG emission or sequestration side: revegetation projects,
tree planting, LUC policies, etc.
sequestration impacts.

Y

Increase community-level outreach
and engagment with implementation of
the Climate Action Plan.

Y

ICLEI
ClearPath
Tool
WPL,
other
libraries?
Rotary
Club?
Telluride
Institute?

Collaborate between municipalities &
organizations on actions when
beneficial.

Y

SEB

Recommendation

Comments

OBJECTIVE: Increase percentage of electricity
provided by renewable energy sources.
Establish a local renewable energy
generation target and implement actions to
achieve it.
Do not specify target in CAP.

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

PARTNERS

3Y

SMPA

2Y

SMPA; WCU

Advance regional grid flexibility to enable a Include as guidance / input from SEB to
modernize renewable electricity supply.
SMPA

4Y

SMPA

Install renewable energy on government
facilities.

Examples already exist, what other
potential is there?

3Y

DOLA grants? SMPA

Incentivize, promote & encourage netmetered solar systems on residential &
commercial roofs / or ideal pole-mount
locations

Encourage RE development
consideration in Land Use Codes?
Master Plans?

4Y

Support SMPA in estalishing goals &
promotion?

4Y

SMPA; Solar
installers? HOA's?
SMPA; WPL; ROCC;
Rotary Club; Telluride
Institute; HOA's...
Anyone who sends out
community
newsletters

SMPA; MV; others? CO RENU Loan;
Alpine Bank Loan; C-PACE

2Y

SMPA; Solar
installers?

Identify and eliminate barriers to local
renewable energy generation.

Encourage community participation in
SMPA Totally Green program for electricity
not covered by local renewable energy
production
Work with renewable energy installation
businesses to promote RE incentives &
financing opportunities.

Tri-state cap with SMPA contract; Waive
permit fees; Local regulations; Sales
Tax Legislation

Support SMPA in increasing community
solar arrays in the region.
Expand solar programs for low-income
households (i.e. GRID Alternatives)

Incentives for developers? proposals?
identify locations? by when is this
feasible? (Ask SMPA - has capacity
feasibility study been completed?)
DISCUSS WITH SMPA - WHAT CAN
OTHERS DO TO SUPPORT THIS?
Norwood IQ array is 87% sold, per
SMPA. So longer term goal?

2Y

Develop local hydropower capacity (ideally
existing dam retrofits, micro-hydro, pico-hydro,
and run of the river)

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. What potential
isn't developed of gravity-fed piping,
small dams, irrigation ditches? place
mini-hydro turbines in existing
infrastructure where appropriate.
WATER / DROUGHT CONCERNS.

3

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. Applies to
wastewater plants & feedstock. Can
Install methane digesters, both small and large (if SMC Land Use study & PES program
adequate feedstock is available)
inform this item?

Y

3

SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA
SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

PARTNER
S

OBJECTIVE: Beneficial Electrification of Buildings
Transition building mechanical equipment and appliances
from fossil fuels to electricity through incentives, outreach Focus on New Construction & Retrofits /
time of replacement. Existing: SMPA
and building codes. Include: space and water heating,
incentives & Trade Ally program
appliances and other equipment

4Y

SMPA

Is GSHP applicable in our region?
Encourage transition to cold climate air
Encourage transition to / use of geothermal, air source
source heat pumps (ccASHP).
heat pumps, or other available heat exchange technology Expensive?

4Y

SMPA

Codes for New Construction, Remodels and
Additions

Adopt the 2018 International codes with specific local
requirements to exceed minimum standards.

2018 IECC adopted by most
jurisdictions (but not yet all). INCLUDE
IN ACCOMPLISHMENTS and indicate
short-term Municipal-specific actions for
those that have not yet adopted.

Strengthen existing building efficiency standards and
codes to require 10% better than basic code construction,
update building energy codes at least every 6 years, and
move towards Net Zero Energy buildings. Incentivize
Beyond Code construction practices.
Continue to coordinate regional alignment of energy
codes and 'beyond code' preferences

Incentivize now, aim toward
strengthening codes.
ongoing effort; began 2008…
CONTINUE

3

3Y
2Y

Facilitate education for contractors, architects and
property managers

Ongoing by EAP, could increase in
partnership with others

1Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Promote / incentivize optimal control systems and
thermostat settings to couple comfort with efficiency

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

4

BHE;
SMPA

Promote / Incentivize building automation systems (such Lodging oriented action. MUNICIPALas key card entry activation of electricity in lodging rooms) SPECIFIC?

BHE;
SMPA

?

Natural Gas Efficiency:
Continue rebate and incentive programs to replace old or BHE residential, small business & large
inefficient systems/appliances
commercial programs exist
Encourage water tank insulation and pipe wrap on hot
water systems
Provide technical assistance for natural gas heating
alternatives

with high R-value insulation & pipe wrap,
GHG potential increases
In process: develop & expands SMPA
Trade Ally program

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

SMPA

Improve the energy efficiency performance of
existing buildings

4

Continue to provide and educate community members on
BHE programs; SMPA incentives.
energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives
available from SMPA, BHE, and municipalities.
ALREADY IN PLACE. CONTINUE.

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

Incentivize yes, by SMPA / Tri-State?
Green Grants? use of E-Temp
equipment?

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

EDUCATE; MAKE MANDATORY;

2Y

Incentivize refrigeration upgrades
Incentivize, mandate & educate on "Away" mode
technology
for second homesg when
p
pp unoccupied

g

examples: Property Assessed Clean Energy; CO
RENEW; Alpine Bank and other specialized financing
mechanisms

Expand outreach beyond EAP programs

2Y

CO
government
; banks

Encourage utilities to implement energy use comparison
mechanism in monthly billing.

BHE's program was highly effective at
increasing interest in energy
assessments. Resulted in identification
of gas leaks, inefficient controls & more.
SMPA implement O-POWER or similar?
Encourage BHE to reinitiate their
program?

4Y

BHE;
SMPA

Reduce energy consumption in rentals, apartments
and multifamily buildings

3

Support building automation to optimize efficiency and
effectiveness
Incentivize energy efficiency upgrades in rental
properties
Incentivize large employers that provide seasonal
housing to deploy large-scale energy efficiency
upgrades
Develop renter-specific outreach and education
campaigns

MORE APPLICABILITY W LARGE
HOMES & COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TOWN-SPECIFIC; PRIORITIZE LOW
INCOME

3Y

Regional
trades
expertise

2

MV-specific

2

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

1

Anticipate and mitigate likely expansion of air
conditioning use in new & existing buildings

Installation of A/C seems to be dictated
by new incoming owners to the region,
however improving controls & design to
mitigate would help.

2

Avoid or prolong the need for air conditioning via building
design and management. Utilize education & outreach to
building trades, owners, and facility and property
managers.
Encourage high efficiency air conditioning systems as AC
use becomes more prevalent
Coordinate with efforts to adopt high efficiency electric
heating systems (i.e. dual ground/air-source heat pumps)

EAP Property Manager & Building trade
education programs could address this.
beyond code requirements? increase
SMPA incentive requirements?
Overlaps with above; SMPA Trade Ally
program w/ ccASHP

Others:
Encourage continued regular "Cost of Service
Studies" by SMPA to incentivize and balance
current and future priorities (i.e. EVs, fuel
switching, time of use, peak shaving, energy
efficiency, DSM).

Include

3Y

Continue to host and expand EcoAction Partners
Green business program awarding and
highlighting business that achieve energy
efficiency and sustainability thresholds

EAP Green Business program
CONTINUE

1Y

3Y
2Y
2Y

SMPA
Chambers
of
Commerce;
Rotary
Club; &
other
business

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Decrease vehicle travel

EAP Staff Comments

Continue Outreach & Education efforts around
mass transit options.

Subsidize/make bus passes available to
commuting workers
Enable more workforce to live near work
or improve transit options

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

Y
Already being done to some extent.
More opportunity to work with other big
employers in area, SMART, etc.?

2Y

Affordable Housing

4Y

Reduce in-community vehicle use by
residents and visitors.

PARTNER
S

SMART;
Region 10
TSG; other
large
employers;
SMART

Y

OBJECTIVE: Increase use of Electric
Vehicles (EVs)

Improved tracking & analysis of EV
station use

SMPA metering per EV station (&
not mixed with infrastructure
electricity use) would be helpful.

1Y

SMPA

Provide free EV charging stations

What locations are free? Other
locations needed? Market station
locations more broadly.

2Y

SMPA

Increase # EV charging stations when current
EV stations are shown to be at peak capacity.

If there is demand, increase in
visible/accessible locations (FUTURE
ITEM)

2Y

SMPA

Electrify fleet vehicles when viable.

SMART has plans. Timeframe?

4Y

SMART;
SMPA

Require new construction to be EV ready

Incorporate into building codes.

2Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

OBJECTIVE: Decrease GHG emissions per passenger
associated with airline flights serving our region

- Does TEX already promote / market
the Carbon offset program available
through PCI to passengers? YES, we
have coordinated with Pinhead Institute
Educate, Outreach and Encourage travelers to offset their on various occasions during busy
travel with carbon offset programs, emphasizing locally
activity in a Carbon Offset program
available options.
since 2017.
Support policies that encourage airlines to increase plane Market forces / feasibility of influence
capacity/decrease # of flights.
concerns.

Telluride airport initiated use 2021. "TEX
will be one of the first Airports that will
begin utilizing blended bio and recycled
Jet Fuel that meets all aircraft
performance standards". More
expensive, low supply volume currently.
Longer term goal for other regional
airports to use. "- Does TEX have a
plan to market / communicate with
passengers and the broader community
TEX's use of biofuel? YES, we are
preparing marketing and communication
with the help of our fuel supplier
AVFUEL. As a means of educating the
public & increasing public support? YES
- Is TEX using SAF for all of the Jet-A
fuel provided at the airport? NO Or just a
percentage at this point? At this time
our goal is to provide 25% of our fuel
sales as SAF. We are balancing costs
Encourage increased use of biofuel as jet fuels at all
and availability. We are proud to say that
regional airports. Support education of passengers about we will be one of the first Airports in
use of biofuels.
Colorado that provide SAF.

1Y
Y

4/1 Y

PARTNERS
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

PARTNERS

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the overall volume of
waste transported to landfills. Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose and
Composting.
Continue community outreach, education &
engagement efforts to reduce waste and
improve effective utilization of recycling
services and composting options.
Require waste haulers to improve
available waste volume data.
Expand Plastic Film Upcycling Program and
other recycling programming
Continue hazardous waste collection services
and increase availability to other communities
Decrease festival & event waste through
waste reduction, resource recovery &
composting. Require contracts for
services where appropriate.
Support restaurants and businsesses with
waste reduction.
Encourage waste haulers to use clean
vehicles.
OBJECTIVE: Increase Composting in the
region.
Increase community compost programs
and individual residential composters,
and encourage participation in
composting programs.

Decrease paper consumption; Reduce
single-use plastics; & more fall under
this broader category

2Y

State-level requirements for WM to
provide data? Include in municipal
contracts at time of renewal.

2Y

EAP Plastic Film program growing.

2Y

SMC annual collection. Ouray County?

2/1 Y

Telluride requires for most festivals.
Ridgway volunteers manage (improved
composting methodology needed).

2Y

Zero Waste checklist: include in EAP
Green Business Program. Collaborate
with partners for greater outreach

2Y
3Y

Potential to reduce 65% of landfill waste
through composting
FUTURE potential to require
composting,but must first increase
availability & viability of use

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

Festival & event
owners & managers

Waste Management;
Bruin; 3XM

3Y

Large-scale
composting
businesses, such as
3XM

Make finished compost available for
local use at farms/gardens etc.

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

OBJECTIVE: Decrease Construction &
Demolition Waste
Reduce construction & demolition waste
through encouragement, incentives, and
ordinances.
Telluride has a voluntary program

2Y

Municipal Building
Departments

Implement large-scale green waste
collection programs.

government collaboration / leadership
helpful

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Reduce Water Consumption from
Municipal and Industrial Uses
Continue to track water and wastewater use data,
associated energy use, & impacts of conservation /
drought measures
Evaluate & implement system methodologies to reduce
water-associated energy use

EAP Staff Comments

SEB annual water data analysis

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

1Y

PARTNERS

Municipal
water
departments

2Y

Install water meters

Utilize financial incentive
programs. Establish water rate
structures based on use.
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC

Water usage data improvement
environmentally sound domestic water conservation
plans.

continue making progress to
understand water consumption and
reduce water system leakage
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC
What communities do not yet have
them?

1 N/A

Encourage/incentivize low flow water fixtures

Partially required by building codes
& conservation plans

2Y

1/1

CO state
grants

CO state
government
support?

OBJECTIVE: Improve watershed health and security

CONTINUE - Outside watering
restrictions are effective as seen
Continue development, adoption, implementation through water data tracking. ANY
and enforcement of municipal drought mitigation MUNICIPALITIES NOT HAVE THEM
plans to reduce water use.
YET?

1Y

Support efforts of organizations (local, regional,
and statewide) that focus on water security and
watershed ecological health.

1Y

San Miguel
Watershed
Coalition;
Uncompaghr
e Watershed
Partnership

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

MANY: Local farmers
markets; food coops &
producers; MV Farm-toTable program;

OBJECTIVE: Increase local organic / natural food
production and consumption.
Potential hydroponic production?
Hydroponics are feasible just about
Continue to increase local food supply &
anywhere… cost effectivity will depend
consumption. Develop creative incentive
on heating/building efficiency costs.
programs and explore hydroponic or other
Chris put in a big push with Dr. John and
alternative methods for increasing production and other WCU people to get some MEMers
lengthening our food growing season.
on this
Develop methods of tracking data to quantify increase in Tracking and monitoring allows for us to
volume & associated GHG reductions, if possible
assess the effictivity of our actions.

PARTNERS

4Y
2Y

WCU? Ophir Self
Reliance Committee

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

OBJECTIVES: Increase the GHG
sequestration and water retention capacity of
SMC PES component
land in the region.

PARTNERS
MANY! Including
agricultural producers

Increase yield and health of crops and
livestock, through the use of regenerative
SMC PES component
agricultural and ranching practices.
Increase GHG sequestration capacity of trees
SMC PES component
and plant life in the region.
SMC Land Use GHG Inventory COMPLETE, so list as
Support San Miguel County in implementing their accomplishment, along with a link to
it. PES is SMC program to improve soil
Payment for EcoSystem Services (PES)
health through changes in land
Program.
https://sanmiguelwc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJ management practices. Track benefits
ournal/index.html?appid=e7b35f74886344afb693 through calculations of associated
carbon sequestration and other metrics.
1deadea6e4fc

Y

Utilize SMC's Land Use GHG Inventory and PES
Program experiences to develop and implement
similar land use recommendations for Ouray
Or implement a similar study specific for
County
Ouray County. FUTURE

OURAY
COUNTY FUTURE

Quantify GHG impacts of carbon sequestration
actions and relate them to our GHG emissions
inventory.

Y

Increase measures to promote and protect
healthy forests.
Implement programs, develop incentives
and encourage the planting of trees
appropriate for specific ecological zones.
Encourage landscaping according to
recommended best practices for local
ecological zone

o ests captu e a d sto e ca bo , bot
in their bodies and below the soil
surface, protecting certain areas of the
forest ensures long term sequestration
capacity
Existing initiatives with Extension office,
Seas of Trees, & others
i.e. Ecology Commission guidelines
under development; low water use
vegetation; etc.

Comet-Planner? NRCS?
SMC PES Program

2Y

USFS. Land Trusts.
Sheep Mountain Alliance.
Citizen groups…

3Y

Exension Office; Seas of
Trees; others?

2Y

Extension Office;

Wetland Protection

Similarly to forests and grasslands,
riparian areas sequester alot of
carbon in addition to a range of
other ecological benefits

2Y

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reductio Ouray
n
County

PARTNER
S

Through continued engagement with community members, elected officials
and partner organizations, SEB will advance climate and energy policy to
the benefit of the community. Given the dynamic nature of the policy
landscape, SEB will continue a formal process for prioritizing and
advocating on key issues.
Continue to participate in regional
collaboration of local governments,
stakeholders and utilities to drive
regional clean energy transition &
GHG emissions reduction

Existing through Sneffels Energy Board

Participate in state-level organizations
to drive regional clean energy
Continue to participate in CC4CA; &
transition & GHG emissions reduction others

4Y

SEB

1Y

CC4CA &
others

All governments, organizations,
communities use an effective impact
assessment tool. Examples topics:
Consider GHG emissions as part of all Tourist marketing, Affordable housing,
decision-making processes. Utilize a new large construction projects, impact of
increased flights & tourism… and on the
GHG impact assessment tool, if
available, to quantify GHG emission or sequestration side: revegetation projects,
tree planting, LUC policies, etc.
sequestration impacts.

Y

Increase community-level outreach
and engagment with implementation of
the Climate Action Plan.

Y

ICLEI
ClearPath
Tool
WPL,
other
libraries?
Rotary
Club?
Telluride
Institute?

Collaborate between municipalities &
organizations on actions when
beneficial.

Y

SEB

Recommendation

Comments

OBJECTIVE: Increase percentage of electricity
provided by renewable energy sources.
Establish a local renewable energy
generation target and implement actions to
achieve it.
Do not specify target in CAP.

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

PARTNERS

3Y

SMPA

2Y

SMPA; WCU

Advance regional grid flexibility to enable a Include as guidance / input from SEB to
modernize renewable electricity supply.
SMPA

4Y

SMPA

Install renewable energy on government
facilities.

Examples already exist, what other
potential is there?

3Y

DOLA grants? SMPA

Incentivize, promote & encourage netmetered solar systems on residential &
commercial roofs / or ideal pole-mount
locations

Encourage RE development
consideration in Land Use Codes?
Master Plans?

4Y

Support SMPA in estalishing goals &
promotion?

4Y

SMPA; Solar
installers? HOA's?
SMPA; WPL; ROCC;
Rotary Club; Telluride
Institute; HOA's...
Anyone who sends out
community
newsletters

SMPA; MV; others? CO RENU Loan;
Alpine Bank Loan; C-PACE

2Y

SMPA; Solar
installers?

Identify and eliminate barriers to local
renewable energy generation.

Encourage community participation in
SMPA Totally Green program for electricity
not covered by local renewable energy
production
Work with renewable energy installation
businesses to promote RE incentives &
financing opportunities.

Tri-state cap with SMPA contract; Waive
permit fees; Local regulations; Sales
Tax Legislation

Support SMPA in increasing community
solar arrays in the region.
Expand solar programs for low-income
households (i.e. GRID Alternatives)

Incentives for developers? proposals?
identify locations? by when is this
feasible? (Ask SMPA - has capacity
feasibility study been completed?)
DISCUSS WITH SMPA - WHAT CAN
OTHERS DO TO SUPPORT THIS?
Norwood IQ array is 87% sold, per
SMPA. So longer term goal?

2Y

Develop local hydropower capacity (ideally
existing dam retrofits, micro-hydro, pico-hydro,
and run of the river)

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. What potential
isn't developed of gravity-fed piping,
small dams, irrigation ditches? place
mini-hydro turbines in existing
infrastructure where appropriate.
WATER / DROUGHT CONCERNS.

3

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. Applies to
wastewater plants & feedstock. Can
Install methane digesters, both small and large (if SMC Land Use study & PES program
adequate feedstock is available)
inform this item?

Y

3

SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA
SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

PARTNER
S

OBJECTIVE: Beneficial Electrification of Buildings
Transition building mechanical equipment and appliances
from fossil fuels to electricity through incentives, outreach Focus on New Construction & Retrofits /
time of replacement. Existing: SMPA
and building codes. Include: space and water heating,
incentives & Trade Ally program
appliances and other equipment

4Y

SMPA

Is GSHP applicable in our region?
Encourage transition to cold climate air
Encourage transition to / use of geothermal, air source
source heat pumps (ccASHP).
heat pumps, or other available heat exchange technology Expensive?

4Y

SMPA

Codes for New Construction, Remodels and
Additions

Adopt the 2018 International codes with specific local
requirements to exceed minimum standards.

2018 IECC adopted by most
jurisdictions (but not yet all). INCLUDE
IN ACCOMPLISHMENTS and indicate
short-term Municipal-specific actions for
those that have not yet adopted.

Strengthen existing building efficiency standards and
codes to require 10% better than basic code construction,
update building energy codes at least every 6 years, and
move towards Net Zero Energy buildings. Incentivize
Beyond Code construction practices.
Continue to coordinate regional alignment of energy
codes and 'beyond code' preferences

Incentivize now, aim toward
strengthening codes.
ongoing effort; began 2008…
CONTINUE

3

3Y
2Y

Facilitate education for contractors, architects and
property managers

Ongoing by EAP, could increase in
partnership with others

1Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Promote / incentivize optimal control systems and
thermostat settings to couple comfort with efficiency

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

4

BHE;
SMPA

Promote / Incentivize building automation systems (such Lodging oriented action. MUNICIPALas key card entry activation of electricity in lodging rooms) SPECIFIC?

BHE;
SMPA

?

Natural Gas Efficiency:
Continue rebate and incentive programs to replace old or BHE residential, small business & large
inefficient systems/appliances
commercial programs exist
Encourage water tank insulation and pipe wrap on hot
water systems
Provide technical assistance for natural gas heating
alternatives

with high R-value insulation & pipe wrap,
GHG potential increases
In process: develop & expands SMPA
Trade Ally program

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

SMPA

Improve the energy efficiency performance of
existing buildings

4

Continue to provide and educate community members on
BHE programs; SMPA incentives.
energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives
available from SMPA, BHE, and municipalities.
ALREADY IN PLACE. CONTINUE.

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

Incentivize yes, by SMPA / Tri-State?
Green Grants? use of E-Temp
equipment?

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

EDUCATE; MAKE MANDATORY;

2Y

Incentivize refrigeration upgrades
Incentivize, mandate & educate on "Away" mode
technology
for second homesg when
p
pp unoccupied

g

examples: Property Assessed Clean Energy; CO
RENEW; Alpine Bank and other specialized financing
mechanisms

Expand outreach beyond EAP programs

2Y

CO
government
; banks

Encourage utilities to implement energy use comparison
mechanism in monthly billing.

BHE's program was highly effective at
increasing interest in energy
assessments. Resulted in identification
of gas leaks, inefficient controls & more.
SMPA implement O-POWER or similar?
Encourage BHE to reinitiate their
program?

4Y

BHE;
SMPA

Reduce energy consumption in rentals, apartments
and multifamily buildings

3

Support building automation to optimize efficiency and
effectiveness
Incentivize energy efficiency upgrades in rental
properties
Incentivize large employers that provide seasonal
housing to deploy large-scale energy efficiency
upgrades
Develop renter-specific outreach and education
campaigns

MORE APPLICABILITY W LARGE
HOMES & COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TOWN-SPECIFIC; PRIORITIZE LOW
INCOME

3Y

Regional
trades
expertise

2

MV-specific

2

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

1

Anticipate and mitigate likely expansion of air
conditioning use in new & existing buildings

Installation of A/C seems to be dictated
by new incoming owners to the region,
however improving controls & design to
mitigate would help.

2

Avoid or prolong the need for air conditioning via building
design and management. Utilize education & outreach to
building trades, owners, and facility and property
managers.
Encourage high efficiency air conditioning systems as AC
use becomes more prevalent
Coordinate with efforts to adopt high efficiency electric
heating systems (i.e. dual ground/air-source heat pumps)

EAP Property Manager & Building trade
education programs could address this.
beyond code requirements? increase
SMPA incentive requirements?
Overlaps with above; SMPA Trade Ally
program w/ ccASHP

Others:
Encourage continued regular "Cost of Service
Studies" by SMPA to incentivize and balance
current and future priorities (i.e. EVs, fuel
switching, time of use, peak shaving, energy
efficiency, DSM).

Include

3Y

Continue to host and expand EcoAction Partners
Green business program awarding and
highlighting business that achieve energy
efficiency and sustainability thresholds

EAP Green Business program
CONTINUE

1Y

3Y
2Y
2Y

SMPA
Chambers
of
Commerce;
Rotary
Club; &
other
business

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Decrease vehicle travel

EAP Staff Comments

Continue Outreach & Education efforts around
mass transit options.

Subsidize/make bus passes available to
commuting workers
Enable more workforce to live near work
or improve transit options

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

Y
Already being done to some extent.
More opportunity to work with other big
employers in area, SMART, etc.?

2Y

Affordable Housing

4Y

Reduce in-community vehicle use by
residents and visitors.

PARTNER
S

SMART;
Region 10
TSG; other
large
employers;
SMART

Y

OBJECTIVE: Increase use of Electric
Vehicles (EVs)

Improved tracking & analysis of EV
station use

SMPA metering per EV station (&
not mixed with infrastructure
electricity use) would be helpful.

1Y

SMPA

Provide free EV charging stations

What locations are free? Other
locations needed? Market station
locations more broadly.

2Y

SMPA

Increase # EV charging stations when current
EV stations are shown to be at peak capacity.

If there is demand, increase in
visible/accessible locations (FUTURE
ITEM)

2Y

SMPA

Electrify fleet vehicles when viable.

SMART has plans. Timeframe?

4Y

SMART;
SMPA

Require new construction to be EV ready

Incorporate into building codes.

2Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

OBJECTIVE: Decrease GHG emissions per passenger
associated with airline flights serving our region

- Does TEX already promote / market
the Carbon offset program available
through PCI to passengers? YES, we
have coordinated with Pinhead Institute
Educate, Outreach and Encourage travelers to offset their on various occasions during busy
travel with carbon offset programs, emphasizing locally
activity in a Carbon Offset program
available options.
since 2017.
Support policies that encourage airlines to increase plane Market forces / feasibility of influence
capacity/decrease # of flights.
concerns.

Telluride airport initiated use 2021. "TEX
will be one of the first Airports that will
begin utilizing blended bio and recycled
Jet Fuel that meets all aircraft
performance standards". More
expensive, low supply volume currently.
Longer term goal for other regional
airports to use. "- Does TEX have a
plan to market / communicate with
passengers and the broader community
TEX's use of biofuel? YES, we are
preparing marketing and communication
with the help of our fuel supplier
AVFUEL. As a means of educating the
public & increasing public support? YES
- Is TEX using SAF for all of the Jet-A
fuel provided at the airport? NO Or just a
percentage at this point? At this time
our goal is to provide 25% of our fuel
sales as SAF. We are balancing costs
Encourage increased use of biofuel as jet fuels at all
and availability. We are proud to say that
regional airports. Support education of passengers about we will be one of the first Airports in
use of biofuels.
Colorado that provide SAF.

1Y
Y

4/1 Y

PARTNERS
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

PARTNERS

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the overall volume of
waste transported to landfills. Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose and
Composting.
Continue community outreach, education &
engagement efforts to reduce waste and
improve effective utilization of recycling
services and composting options.
Require waste haulers to improve
available waste volume data.
Expand Plastic Film Upcycling Program and
other recycling programming
Continue hazardous waste collection services
and increase availability to other communities
Decrease festival & event waste through
waste reduction, resource recovery &
composting. Require contracts for
services where appropriate.
Support restaurants and businsesses with
waste reduction.
Encourage waste haulers to use clean
vehicles.
OBJECTIVE: Increase Composting in the
region.
Increase community compost programs
and individual residential composters,
and encourage participation in
composting programs.

Decrease paper consumption; Reduce
single-use plastics; & more fall under
this broader category

2Y

State-level requirements for WM to
provide data? Include in municipal
contracts at time of renewal.

2Y

EAP Plastic Film program growing.

2Y

SMC annual collection. Ouray County?

2/1 Y

Telluride requires for most festivals.
Ridgway volunteers manage (improved
composting methodology needed).

2Y

Zero Waste checklist: include in EAP
Green Business Program. Collaborate
with partners for greater outreach

2Y
3Y

Potential to reduce 65% of landfill waste
through composting
FUTURE potential to require
composting,but must first increase
availability & viability of use

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

Festival & event
owners & managers

Waste Management;
Bruin; 3XM

3Y

Large-scale
composting
businesses, such as
3XM

Make finished compost available for
local use at farms/gardens etc.

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

OBJECTIVE: Decrease Construction &
Demolition Waste
Reduce construction & demolition waste
through encouragement, incentives, and
ordinances.
Telluride has a voluntary program

2Y

Municipal Building
Departments

Implement large-scale green waste
collection programs.

government collaboration / leadership
helpful

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Reduce Water Consumption from
Municipal and Industrial Uses
Continue to track water and wastewater use data,
associated energy use, & impacts of conservation /
drought measures
Evaluate & implement system methodologies to reduce
water-associated energy use

EAP Staff Comments

SEB annual water data analysis

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

1Y

PARTNERS

Municipal
water
departments

2Y

Install water meters

Utilize financial incentive
programs. Establish water rate
structures based on use.
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC

Water usage data improvement
environmentally sound domestic water conservation
plans.

continue making progress to
understand water consumption and
reduce water system leakage
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC
What communities do not yet have
them?

1 N/A

Encourage/incentivize low flow water fixtures

Partially required by building codes
& conservation plans

2Y

1/1

CO state
grants

CO state
government
support?

OBJECTIVE: Improve watershed health and security

CONTINUE - Outside watering
restrictions are effective as seen
Continue development, adoption, implementation through water data tracking. ANY
and enforcement of municipal drought mitigation MUNICIPALITIES NOT HAVE THEM
plans to reduce water use.
YET?

1Y

Support efforts of organizations (local, regional,
and statewide) that focus on water security and
watershed ecological health.

1Y

San Miguel
Watershed
Coalition;
Uncompaghr
e Watershed
Partnership

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

MANY: Local farmers
markets; food coops &
producers; MV Farm-toTable program;

OBJECTIVE: Increase local organic / natural food
production and consumption.
Potential hydroponic production?
Hydroponics are feasible just about
Continue to increase local food supply &
anywhere… cost effectivity will depend
consumption. Develop creative incentive
on heating/building efficiency costs.
programs and explore hydroponic or other
Chris put in a big push with Dr. John and
alternative methods for increasing production and other WCU people to get some MEMers
lengthening our food growing season.
on this
Develop methods of tracking data to quantify increase in Tracking and monitoring allows for us to
volume & associated GHG reductions, if possible
assess the effictivity of our actions.

PARTNERS

4Y
2Y

WCU? Ophir Self
Reliance Committee

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction Ouray
County
Potential

OBJECTIVES: Increase the GHG
sequestration and water retention capacity of
SMC PES component
land in the region.

PARTNERS
MANY! Including
agricultural producers

Increase yield and health of crops and
livestock, through the use of regenerative
SMC PES component
agricultural and ranching practices.
Increase GHG sequestration capacity of trees
SMC PES component
and plant life in the region.
SMC Land Use GHG Inventory COMPLETE, so list as
Support San Miguel County in implementing their accomplishment, along with a link to
it. PES is SMC program to improve soil
Payment for EcoSystem Services (PES)
health through changes in land
Program.
https://sanmiguelwc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJ management practices. Track benefits
ournal/index.html?appid=e7b35f74886344afb693 through calculations of associated
carbon sequestration and other metrics.
1deadea6e4fc

Y

Utilize SMC's Land Use GHG Inventory and PES
Program experiences to develop and implement
similar land use recommendations for Ouray
Or implement a similar study specific for
County
Ouray County. FUTURE

OURAY
COUNTY FUTURE

Quantify GHG impacts of carbon sequestration
actions and relate them to our GHG emissions
inventory.

Y

Increase measures to promote and protect
healthy forests.
Implement programs, develop incentives
and encourage the planting of trees
appropriate for specific ecological zones.
Encourage landscaping according to
recommended best practices for local
ecological zone

o ests captu e a d sto e ca bo , bot
in their bodies and below the soil
surface, protecting certain areas of the
forest ensures long term sequestration
capacity
Existing initiatives with Extension office,
Seas of Trees, & others
i.e. Ecology Commission guidelines
under development; low water use
vegetation; etc.

Comet-Planner? NRCS?
SMC PES Program

2Y

USFS. Land Trusts.
Sheep Mountain Alliance.
Citizen groups…

3Y

Exension Office; Seas of
Trees; others?

2Y

Extension Office;

Wetland Protection

Similarly to forests and grasslands,
riparian areas sequester alot of
carbon in addition to a range of
other ecological benefits

2Y

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reductio
n
Ridgway

PARTNER
S

Through continued engagement with community members, elected officials
and partner organizations, SEB will advance climate and energy policy to
the benefit of the community. Given the dynamic nature of the policy
landscape, SEB will continue a formal process for prioritizing and
advocating on key issues.
Continue to participate in regional
collaboration of local governments,
stakeholders and utilities to drive
regional clean energy transition &
GHG emissions reduction

Existing through Sneffels Energy Board

Participate in state-level organizations
to drive regional clean energy
Continue to participate in CC4CA; &
transition & GHG emissions reduction others

4Y

SEB

1Y

CC4CA &
others

All governments, organizations,
communities use an effective impact
assessment tool. Examples topics:
Consider GHG emissions as part of all Tourist marketing, Affordable housing,
decision-making processes. Utilize a new large construction projects, impact of
increased flights & tourism… and on the
GHG impact assessment tool, if
available, to quantify GHG emission or sequestration side: revegetation projects,
tree planting, LUC policies, etc.
sequestration impacts.

Y

Increase community-level outreach
and engagment with implementation of
the Climate Action Plan.

Y

ICLEI
ClearPath
Tool
WPL,
other
libraries?
Rotary
Club?
Telluride
Institute?

Collaborate between municipalities &
organizations on actions when
beneficial.

Y

SEB

Recommendation

Comments

OBJECTIVE: Increase percentage of electricity
provided by renewable energy sources.
Establish a local renewable energy
generation target and implement actions to
achieve it.
Do not specify target in CAP.

GHG
Reduction
Ridgway
Potential

PARTNERS

3Y

SMPA

2Y

SMPA; WCU

Advance regional grid flexibility to enable a Include as guidance / input from SEB to
modernize renewable electricity supply.
SMPA

4Y

SMPA

Install renewable energy on government
facilities.

Examples already exist, what other
potential is there?

3Y

DOLA grants? SMPA

Incentivize, promote & encourage netmetered solar systems on residential &
commercial roofs / or ideal pole-mount
locations

Encourage RE development
consideration in Land Use Codes?
Master Plans?

4Y

Support SMPA in estalishing goals &
promotion?

4Y

SMPA; Solar
installers? HOA's?
SMPA; WPL; ROCC;
Rotary Club; Telluride
Institute; HOA's...
Anyone who sends out
community
newsletters

SMPA; MV; others? CO RENU Loan;
Alpine Bank Loan; C-PACE

2Y

SMPA; Solar
installers?

Identify and eliminate barriers to local
renewable energy generation.

Encourage community participation in
SMPA Totally Green program for electricity
not covered by local renewable energy
production
Work with renewable energy installation
businesses to promote RE incentives &
financing opportunities.

Tri-state cap with SMPA contract; Waive
permit fees; Local regulations; Sales
Tax Legislation

Support SMPA in increasing community
solar arrays in the region.
Expand solar programs for low-income
households (i.e. GRID Alternatives)

Incentives for developers? proposals?
identify locations? by when is this
feasible? (Ask SMPA - has capacity
feasibility study been completed?)
DISCUSS WITH SMPA - WHAT CAN
OTHERS DO TO SUPPORT THIS?
Norwood IQ array is 87% sold, per
SMPA. So longer term goal?

2Y

Develop local hydropower capacity (ideally
existing dam retrofits, micro-hydro, pico-hydro,
and run of the river)

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. What potential
isn't developed of gravity-fed piping,
small dams, irrigation ditches? place
mini-hydro turbines in existing
infrastructure where appropriate.
WATER / DROUGHT CONCERNS.

3

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. Applies to
wastewater plants & feedstock. Can
Install methane digesters, both small and large (if SMC Land Use study & PES program
adequate feedstock is available)
inform this item?

Y

3

SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA
SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ridgway
Potential

PARTNER
S

OBJECTIVE: Beneficial Electrification of Buildings
Transition building mechanical equipment and appliances
from fossil fuels to electricity through incentives, outreach Focus on New Construction & Retrofits /
time of replacement. Existing: SMPA
and building codes. Include: space and water heating,
incentives & Trade Ally program
appliances and other equipment

4Y

SMPA

Is GSHP applicable in our region?
Encourage transition to cold climate air
Encourage transition to / use of geothermal, air source
source heat pumps (ccASHP).
heat pumps, or other available heat exchange technology Expensive?

4Y

SMPA

Codes for New Construction, Remodels and
Additions

Adopt the 2018 International codes with specific local
requirements to exceed minimum standards.

2018 IECC adopted by most
jurisdictions (but not yet all). INCLUDE
IN ACCOMPLISHMENTS and indicate
short-term Municipal-specific actions for
those that have not yet adopted.

Strengthen existing building efficiency standards and
codes to require 10% better than basic code construction,
update building energy codes at least every 6 years, and
move towards Net Zero Energy buildings. Incentivize
Beyond Code construction practices.
Continue to coordinate regional alignment of energy
codes and 'beyond code' preferences

Incentivize now, aim toward
strengthening codes.
ongoing effort; began 2008…
CONTINUE

3

3Y
2Y

Facilitate education for contractors, architects and
property managers

Ongoing by EAP, could increase in
partnership with others

1Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Promote / incentivize optimal control systems and
thermostat settings to couple comfort with efficiency

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

4 Ridgway?

BHE;
SMPA

Promote / Incentivize building automation systems (such Lodging oriented action. MUNICIPALas key card entry activation of electricity in lodging rooms) SPECIFIC?

?

Ridgway?

BHE;
SMPA

Natural Gas Efficiency:
Continue rebate and incentive programs to replace old or BHE residential, small business & large
inefficient systems/appliances
commercial programs exist
Encourage water tank insulation and pipe wrap on hot
water systems
Provide technical assistance for natural gas heating
alternatives

with high R-value insulation & pipe wrap,
GHG potential increases
In process: develop & expands SMPA
Trade Ally program

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

SMPA

Improve the energy efficiency performance of
existing buildings

4

Continue to provide and educate community members on
BHE programs; SMPA incentives.
energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives
available from SMPA, BHE, and municipalities.
ALREADY IN PLACE. CONTINUE.

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

Incentivize yes, by SMPA / Tri-State?
Green Grants? use of E-Temp
equipment?

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

EDUCATE; MAKE MANDATORY;

2Y

Incentivize refrigeration upgrades
Incentivize, mandate & educate on "Away" mode
technology
for second homesg when
p
pp unoccupied

g

examples: Property Assessed Clean Energy; CO
RENEW; Alpine Bank and other specialized financing
mechanisms

Expand outreach beyond EAP programs

2Y

CO
government
; banks

Encourage utilities to implement energy use comparison
mechanism in monthly billing.

BHE's program was highly effective at
increasing interest in energy
assessments. Resulted in identification
of gas leaks, inefficient controls & more.
SMPA implement O-POWER or similar?
Encourage BHE to reinitiate their
program?

4Y

BHE;
SMPA

Reduce energy consumption in rentals, apartments
and multifamily buildings

3

Support building automation to optimize efficiency and
effectiveness
Incentivize energy efficiency upgrades in rental
properties
Incentivize large employers that provide seasonal
housing to deploy large-scale energy efficiency
upgrades
Develop renter-specific outreach and education
campaigns

MORE APPLICABILITY W LARGE
HOMES & COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TOWN-SPECIFIC; PRIORITIZE LOW
INCOME

3Y

Regional
trades
expertise

2 Ridgway?

MV-specific

2

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

1 Ridgway?

Anticipate and mitigate likely expansion of air
conditioning use in new & existing buildings

Installation of A/C seems to be dictated
by new incoming owners to the region,
however improving controls & design to
mitigate would help.

2

Avoid or prolong the need for air conditioning via building
design and management. Utilize education & outreach to
building trades, owners, and facility and property
managers.
Encourage high efficiency air conditioning systems as AC
use becomes more prevalent
Coordinate with efforts to adopt high efficiency electric
heating systems (i.e. dual ground/air-source heat pumps)

EAP Property Manager & Building trade
education programs could address this.
beyond code requirements? increase
SMPA incentive requirements?
Overlaps with above; SMPA Trade Ally
program w/ ccASHP

Others:
Encourage continued regular "Cost of Service
Studies" by SMPA to incentivize and balance
current and future priorities (i.e. EVs, fuel
switching, time of use, peak shaving, energy
efficiency, DSM).

Include

3Y

Continue to host and expand EcoAction Partners
Green business program awarding and
highlighting business that achieve energy
efficiency and sustainability thresholds

EAP Green Business program
CONTINUE

1Y

3Y
2Y
2Y

SMPA
Chambers
of
Commerce;
Rotary
Club; &
other
business

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Decrease vehicle travel

EAP Staff Comments

Continue Outreach & Education efforts around
mass transit options.

Subsidize/make bus passes available to
commuting workers
Enable more workforce to live near work
or improve transit options

GHG
Reduction
Ridgway
Potential

Y
Already being done to some extent.
More opportunity to work with other big
employers in area, SMART, etc.?

2Y

Affordable Housing

4Y

Reduce in-community vehicle use by
residents and visitors.

PARTNER
S

SMART;
Region 10
TSG; other
large
employers;
SMART

Y

OBJECTIVE: Increase use of Electric
Vehicles (EVs)

Improved tracking & analysis of EV
station use

SMPA metering per EV station (&
not mixed with infrastructure
electricity use) would be helpful.

1Y

SMPA

Provide free EV charging stations

What locations are free? Other
locations needed? Market station
locations more broadly.

2Y

SMPA

Increase # EV charging stations when current
EV stations are shown to be at peak capacity.

If there is demand, increase in
visible/accessible locations (FUTURE
ITEM)

2Y

SMPA

Electrify fleet vehicles when viable.

SMART has plans. Timeframe?

4Y

SMART;
SMPA

Require new construction to be EV ready

Incorporate into building codes.

2Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ridgway
Potential

OBJECTIVE: Decrease GHG emissions per passenger
associated with airline flights serving our region

- Does TEX already promote / market
the Carbon offset program available
through PCI to passengers? YES, we
have coordinated with Pinhead Institute
Educate, Outreach and Encourage travelers to offset their on various occasions during busy
travel with carbon offset programs, emphasizing locally
activity in a Carbon Offset program
available options.
since 2017.
Support policies that encourage airlines to increase plane Market forces / feasibility of influence
capacity/decrease # of flights.
concerns.

Telluride airport initiated use 2021. "TEX
will be one of the first Airports that will
begin utilizing blended bio and recycled
Jet Fuel that meets all aircraft
performance standards". More
expensive, low supply volume currently.
Longer term goal for other regional
airports to use. "- Does TEX have a
plan to market / communicate with
passengers and the broader community
TEX's use of biofuel? YES, we are
preparing marketing and communication
with the help of our fuel supplier
AVFUEL. As a means of educating the
public & increasing public support? YES
- Is TEX using SAF for all of the Jet-A
fuel provided at the airport? NO Or just a
percentage at this point? At this time
our goal is to provide 25% of our fuel
sales as SAF. We are balancing costs
Encourage increased use of biofuel as jet fuels at all
and availability. We are proud to say that
regional airports. Support education of passengers about we will be one of the first Airports in
use of biofuels.
Colorado that provide SAF.

1Y
Y

4/1 Y

PARTNERS
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ridgway
Potential

PARTNERS

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the overall volume of
waste transported to landfills. Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose and
Composting.
Continue community outreach, education &
engagement efforts to reduce waste and
improve effective utilization of recycling
services and composting options.
Require waste haulers to improve
available waste volume data.
Expand Plastic Film Upcycling Program and
other recycling programming
Continue hazardous waste collection services
and increase availability to other communities
Decrease festival & event waste through
waste reduction, resource recovery &
composting. Require contracts for
services where appropriate.
Support restaurants and businsesses with
waste reduction.
Encourage waste haulers to use clean
vehicles.
OBJECTIVE: Increase Composting in the
region.
Increase community compost programs
and individual residential composters,
and encourage participation in
composting programs.

Decrease paper consumption; Reduce
single-use plastics; & more fall under
this broader category

2Y

State-level requirements for WM to
provide data? Include in municipal
contracts at time of renewal.

2Y

EAP Plastic Film program growing.

2Y

SMC annual collection. Ouray County?

2/1 Y

Telluride requires for most festivals.
Ridgway volunteers manage (improved
composting methodology needed).

2Y

Zero Waste checklist: include in EAP
Green Business Program. Collaborate
with partners for greater outreach

2Y
3Y

Potential to reduce 65% of landfill waste
through composting
FUTURE potential to require
composting,but must first increase
availability & viability of use

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

Festival & event
owners & managers

Waste Management;
Bruin; 3XM

3Y

Large-scale
composting
businesses, such as
3XM

Make finished compost available for
local use at farms/gardens etc.

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

OBJECTIVE: Decrease Construction &
Demolition Waste
Reduce construction & demolition waste
through encouragement, incentives, and
ordinances.
Telluride has a voluntary program

2Y

Municipal Building
Departments

Implement large-scale green waste
collection programs.

government collaboration / leadership
helpful

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Reduce Water Consumption from
Municipal and Industrial Uses
Continue to track water and wastewater use data,
associated energy use, & impacts of conservation /
drought measures
Evaluate & implement system methodologies to reduce
water-associated energy use

EAP Staff Comments

SEB annual water data analysis

GHG
Reduction
Ridgway
Potential

1Y

PARTNERS

Municipal
water
departments

2Y

Install water meters

Utilize financial incentive
programs. Establish water rate
structures based on use.
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC

Water usage data improvement
environmentally sound domestic water conservation
plans.

continue making progress to
understand water consumption and
reduce water system leakage
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC
What communities do not yet have
them?

1 Existing

Encourage/incentivize low flow water fixtures

Partially required by building codes
& conservation plans

2Y

1/1

CO state
grants

CO state
government
support?

OBJECTIVE: Improve watershed health and security

CONTINUE - Outside watering
restrictions are effective as seen
Continue development, adoption, implementation through water data tracking. ANY
and enforcement of municipal drought mitigation MUNICIPALITIES NOT HAVE THEM
plans to reduce water use.
YET?

1Y

Support efforts of organizations (local, regional,
and statewide) that focus on water security and
watershed ecological health.

1Y

San Miguel
Watershed
Coalition;
Uncompaghr
e Watershed
Partnership

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ridgway
Potential

MANY: Local farmers
markets; food coops &
producers; MV Farm-toTable program;

OBJECTIVE: Increase local organic / natural food
production and consumption.
Potential hydroponic production?
Hydroponics are feasible just about
Continue to increase local food supply &
anywhere… cost effectivity will depend
consumption. Develop creative incentive
on heating/building efficiency costs.
programs and explore hydroponic or other
Chris put in a big push with Dr. John and
alternative methods for increasing production and other WCU people to get some MEMers
lengthening our food growing season.
on this
Develop methods of tracking data to quantify increase in Tracking and monitoring allows for us to
volume & associated GHG reductions, if possible
assess the effictivity of our actions.

PARTNERS

4Y
2Y

WCU? Ophir Self
Reliance Committee

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Ridgway
Potential

OBJECTIVES: Increase the GHG
sequestration and water retention capacity of
SMC PES component
land in the region.

PARTNERS
MANY! Including
agricultural producers

Increase yield and health of crops and
livestock, through the use of regenerative
SMC PES component
agricultural and ranching practices.
Increase GHG sequestration capacity of trees
SMC PES component
and plant life in the region.
SMC Land Use GHG Inventory COMPLETE, so list as
Support San Miguel County in implementing their accomplishment, along with a link to
it. PES is SMC program to improve soil
Payment for EcoSystem Services (PES)
health through changes in land
Program.
https://sanmiguelwc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJ management practices. Track benefits
ournal/index.html?appid=e7b35f74886344afb693 through calculations of associated
carbon sequestration and other metrics.
1deadea6e4fc

Y

Utilize SMC's Land Use GHG Inventory and PES
Program experiences to develop and implement
similar land use recommendations for Ouray
Or implement a similar study specific for
County
Ouray County. FUTURE
Quantify GHG impacts of carbon sequestration
actions and relate them to our GHG emissions
inventory.

Increase measures to promote and protect
healthy forests.
Implement programs, develop incentives
and encourage the planting of trees
appropriate for specific ecological zones.
Encourage landscaping according to
recommended best practices for local
ecological zone

o ests captu e a d sto e ca bo , bot
in their bodies and below the soil
surface, protecting certain areas of the
forest ensures long term sequestration
capacity
Existing initiatives with Extension office,
Seas of Trees, & others
i.e. Ecology Commission guidelines
under development; low water use
vegetation; etc.

Y

Comet-Planner? NRCS?
SMC PES Program

2Y

USFS. Land Trusts.
Sheep Mountain Alliance.
Citizen groups…

3Y

Exension Office; Seas of
Trees; others?

2Y

Extension Office;

Wetland Protection

Similarly to forests and grasslands,
riparian areas sequester alot of
carbon in addition to a range of
other ecological benefits

2Y

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reductio
n
Telluride

PARTNER
S

Through continued engagement with community members, elected officials
and partner organizations, SEB will advance climate and energy policy to
the benefit of the community. Given the dynamic nature of the policy
landscape, SEB will continue a formal process for prioritizing and
advocating on key issues.
Continue to participate in regional
collaboration of local governments,
stakeholders and utilities to drive
regional clean energy transition &
GHG emissions reduction

Existing through Sneffels Energy Board

Participate in state-level organizations
to drive regional clean energy
Continue to participate in CC4CA; &
transition & GHG emissions reduction others

4Y

SEB

1Y

CC4CA &
others

All governments, organizations,
communities use an effective impact
assessment tool. Examples topics:
Consider GHG emissions as part of all Tourist marketing, Affordable housing,
decision-making processes. Utilize a new large construction projects, impact of
increased flights & tourism… and on the
GHG impact assessment tool, if
available, to quantify GHG emission or sequestration side: revegetation projects,
tree planting, LUC policies, etc.
sequestration impacts.

Y

Increase community-level outreach
and engagment with implementation of
the Climate Action Plan.

Y

ICLEI
ClearPath
Tool
WPL,
other
libraries?
Rotary
Club?
Telluride
Institute?

Collaborate between municipalities &
organizations on actions when
beneficial.

Y

SEB

Recommendation

Comments

OBJECTIVE: Increase percentage of electricity
provided by renewable energy sources.
Establish a local renewable energy
generation target and implement actions to
achieve it.
Do not specify target in CAP.

GHG
Reduction
Telluride
Potential

PARTNERS

3Y

SMPA

2Y

SMPA; WCU

Advance regional grid flexibility to enable a Include as guidance / input from SEB to
modernize renewable electricity supply.
SMPA

4Y

SMPA

Install renewable energy on government
facilities.

Examples already exist, what other
potential is there?

3Y

DOLA grants? SMPA

Incentivize, promote & encourage netmetered solar systems on residential &
commercial roofs / or ideal pole-mount
locations

Encourage RE development
consideration in Land Use Codes?
Master Plans?

4Y

Support SMPA in estalishing goals &
promotion?

4Y

SMPA; Solar
installers? HOA's?
SMPA; WPL; ROCC;
Rotary Club; Telluride
Institute; HOA's...
Anyone who sends out
community
newsletters

SMPA; MV; others? CO RENU Loan;
Alpine Bank Loan; C-PACE

2Y

SMPA; Solar
installers?

Identify and eliminate barriers to local
renewable energy generation.

Encourage community participation in
SMPA Totally Green program for electricity
not covered by local renewable energy
production
Work with renewable energy installation
businesses to promote RE incentives &
financing opportunities.

Tri-state cap with SMPA contract; Waive
permit fees; Local regulations; Sales
Tax Legislation

Support SMPA in increasing community
solar arrays in the region.
Expand solar programs for low-income
households (i.e. GRID Alternatives)

Incentives for developers? proposals?
identify locations? by when is this
feasible? (Ask SMPA - has capacity
feasibility study been completed?)
DISCUSS WITH SMPA - WHAT CAN
OTHERS DO TO SUPPORT THIS?
Norwood IQ array is 87% sold, per
SMPA. So longer term goal?

2Y

Develop local hydropower capacity (ideally
existing dam retrofits, micro-hydro, pico-hydro,
and run of the river)

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. What potential
isn't developed of gravity-fed piping,
small dams, irrigation ditches? place
mini-hydro turbines in existing
infrastructure where appropriate.
WATER / DROUGHT CONCERNS.

3

MUNICIPAL SPECIFIC. Applies to
wastewater plants & feedstock. Can
Install methane digesters, both small and large (if SMC Land Use study & PES program
adequate feedstock is available)
inform this item?

Y

Maybe
Telluride
3 WWTP?

SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA
SMPA, WCU,
Americorps VISTA

Recommendation

Comments

GHG
Reduction
Telluride
Potential

PARTNER
S

OBJECTIVE: Beneficial Electrification of Buildings
Transition building mechanical equipment and appliances
from fossil fuels to electricity through incentives, outreach Focus on New Construction & Retrofits /
time of replacement. Existing: SMPA
and building codes. Include: space and water heating,
incentives & Trade Ally program
appliances and other equipment

4Y

SMPA

Is GSHP applicable in our region?
Encourage transition to cold climate air
Encourage transition to / use of geothermal, air source
source heat pumps (ccASHP).
heat pumps, or other available heat exchange technology Expensive?

4Y

SMPA

Codes for New Construction, Remodels and
Additions

Adopt the 2018 International codes with specific local
requirements to exceed minimum standards.

2018 IECC adopted by most
jurisdictions (but not yet all). INCLUDE
IN ACCOMPLISHMENTS and indicate
short-term Municipal-specific actions for
those that have not yet adopted.

Strengthen existing building efficiency standards and
codes to require 10% better than basic code construction,
update building energy codes at least every 6 years, and
move towards Net Zero Energy buildings. Incentivize
Beyond Code construction practices.
Continue to coordinate regional alignment of energy
codes and 'beyond code' preferences

Incentivize now, aim toward
strengthening codes.
ongoing effort; began 2008…
CONTINUE

3

3Y
2Y
Municipal
Building
Department
s

Facilitate education for contractors, architects and
property managers

Ongoing by EAP, could increase in
partnership with others

1Y

Promote / incentivize optimal control systems and
thermostat settings to couple comfort with efficiency

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

TELLURIDE BHE;
4?
SMPA

Promote / Incentivize building automation systems (such Lodging oriented action. MUNICIPALas key card entry activation of electricity in lodging rooms) SPECIFIC?

TELLURIDE BHE;
?
SMPA

?

Natural Gas Efficiency:
Continue rebate and incentive programs to replace old or BHE residential, small business & large
inefficient systems/appliances
commercial programs exist
Encourage water tank insulation and pipe wrap on hot
water systems
Provide technical assistance for natural gas heating
alternatives

with high R-value insulation & pipe wrap,
GHG potential increases
In process: develop & expands SMPA
Trade Ally program

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

BHE;
SMPA

1Y

SMPA

Improve the energy efficiency performance of
existing buildings

4

Continue to provide and educate community members on
BHE programs; SMPA incentives.
energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives
available from SMPA, BHE, and municipalities.
ALREADY IN PLACE. CONTINUE.

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

Incentivize yes, by SMPA / Tri-State?
Green Grants? use of E-Temp
equipment?

2Y

BHE;
SMPA

EDUCATE; MAKE MANDATORY;

2Y

Incentivize refrigeration upgrades
Incentivize, mandate & educate on "Away" mode
technology
for second homesg when
p
pp unoccupied

g

examples: Property Assessed Clean Energy; CO
RENEW; Alpine Bank and other specialized financing
mechanisms

Expand outreach beyond EAP programs

2Y

CO
government
; banks

Encourage utilities to implement energy use comparison
mechanism in monthly billing.

BHE's program was highly effective at
increasing interest in energy
assessments. Resulted in identification
of gas leaks, inefficient controls & more.
SMPA implement O-POWER or similar?
Encourage BHE to reinitiate their
program?

4Y

BHE;
SMPA

Reduce energy consumption in rentals, apartments
and multifamily buildings

3

Support building automation to optimize efficiency and
effectiveness
Incentivize energy efficiency upgrades in rental
properties
Incentivize large employers that provide seasonal
housing to deploy large-scale energy efficiency
upgrades
Develop renter-specific outreach and education
campaigns

MORE APPLICABILITY W LARGE
HOMES & COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TOWN-SPECIFIC; PRIORITIZE LOW
INCOME

3Y

Regional
trades
expertise

2 Telluride?

MV-specific

2

MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC?

1 Telluride?

Anticipate and mitigate likely expansion of air
conditioning use in new & existing buildings

Installation of A/C seems to be dictated
by new incoming owners to the region,
however improving controls & design to
mitigate would help.

2

Avoid or prolong the need for air conditioning via building
design and management. Utilize education & outreach to
building trades, owners, and facility and property
managers.
Encourage high efficiency air conditioning systems as AC
use becomes more prevalent
Coordinate with efforts to adopt high efficiency electric
heating systems (i.e. dual ground/air-source heat pumps)

EAP Property Manager & Building trade
education programs could address this.
beyond code requirements? increase
SMPA incentive requirements?
Overlaps with above; SMPA Trade Ally
program w/ ccASHP

Others:
Encourage continued regular "Cost of Service
Studies" by SMPA to incentivize and balance
current and future priorities (i.e. EVs, fuel
switching, time of use, peak shaving, energy
efficiency, DSM).

Include

3Y

Continue to host and expand EcoAction Partners
Green business program awarding and
highlighting business that achieve energy
efficiency and sustainability thresholds

EAP Green Business program
CONTINUE

1Y

3Y
2Y
2Y

SMPA
Chambers
of
Commerce;
Rotary
Club; &
other
business

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Decrease vehicle travel

EAP Staff Comments

Continue Outreach & Education efforts around
mass transit options.

Subsidize/make bus passes available to
commuting workers
Enable more workforce to live near work
or improve transit options

GHG
Reduction
Telluride
Potential

Y
Already being done to some extent.
More opportunity to work with other big
employers in area, SMART, etc.?

2Y

Affordable Housing

4Y

Reduce in-community vehicle use by
residents and visitors.

PARTNER
S

SMART;
Region 10
TSG; other
large
employers;
SMART

Y

OBJECTIVE: Increase use of Electric
Vehicles (EVs)

Improved tracking & analysis of EV
station use

SMPA metering per EV station (&
not mixed with infrastructure
electricity use) would be helpful.

1Y

SMPA

Provide free EV charging stations

What locations are free? Other
locations needed? Market station
locations more broadly.

2Y

SMPA

Increase # EV charging stations when current
EV stations are shown to be at peak capacity.

If there is demand, increase in
visible/accessible locations (FUTURE
ITEM)

2Y

SMPA

Electrify fleet vehicles when viable.

SMART has plans. Timeframe?

4Y

SMART;
SMPA

Require new construction to be EV ready

Incorporate into building codes.

2Y

Municipal
Building
Department
s

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Telluride
Potential

OBJECTIVE: Decrease GHG emissions per passenger
associated with airline flights serving our region

- Does TEX already promote / market
the Carbon offset program available
through PCI to passengers? YES, we
have coordinated with Pinhead Institute
Educate, Outreach and Encourage travelers to offset their on various occasions during busy
travel with carbon offset programs, emphasizing locally
activity in a Carbon Offset program
available options.
since 2017.
Support policies that encourage airlines to increase plane Market forces / feasibility of influence
capacity/decrease # of flights.
concerns.

Telluride airport initiated use 2021. "TEX
will be one of the first Airports that will
begin utilizing blended bio and recycled
Jet Fuel that meets all aircraft
performance standards". More
expensive, low supply volume currently.
Longer term goal for other regional
airports to use. "- Does TEX have a
plan to market / communicate with
passengers and the broader community
TEX's use of biofuel? YES, we are
preparing marketing and communication
with the help of our fuel supplier
AVFUEL. As a means of educating the
public & increasing public support? YES
- Is TEX using SAF for all of the Jet-A
fuel provided at the airport? NO Or just a
percentage at this point? At this time
our goal is to provide 25% of our fuel
sales as SAF. We are balancing costs
Encourage increased use of biofuel as jet fuels at all
and availability. We are proud to say that
regional airports. Support education of passengers about we will be one of the first Airports in
use of biofuels.
Colorado that provide SAF.

1Y
Y

4/1 Y

PARTNERS
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX
Regional airports; TEX

Regional airports; TEX

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Telluride
Potential

PARTNERS

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the overall volume of
waste transported to landfills. Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose and
Composting.
Continue community outreach, education &
engagement efforts to reduce waste and
improve effective utilization of recycling
services and composting options.
Require waste haulers to improve
available waste volume data.
Expand Plastic Film Upcycling Program and
other recycling programming
Continue hazardous waste collection services
and increase availability to other communities
Decrease festival & event waste through
waste reduction, resource recovery &
composting. Require contracts for
services where appropriate.
Support restaurants and businsesses with
waste reduction.
Encourage waste haulers to use clean
vehicles.
OBJECTIVE: Increase Composting in the
region.
Increase community compost programs
and individual residential composters,
and encourage participation in
composting programs.

Decrease paper consumption; Reduce
single-use plastics; & more fall under
this broader category

2Y

State-level requirements for WM to
provide data? Include in municipal
contracts at time of renewal.

2Y

EAP Plastic Film program growing.

2Y

SMC annual collection. Ouray County?

2/1 Y

Telluride requires for most festivals.
Ridgway volunteers manage (improved
composting methodology needed).

2Y

Zero Waste checklist: include in EAP
Green Business Program. Collaborate
with partners for greater outreach

2Y
3Y

Potential to reduce 65% of landfill waste
through composting
FUTURE potential to require
composting,but must first increase
availability & viability of use

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

Festival & event
owners & managers

Waste Management;
Bruin; 3XM

3Y

Large-scale
composting
businesses, such as
3XM

Make finished compost available for
local use at farms/gardens etc.

2Y

Composting
businesses or
programs, such as
Dirty Sturdy's

OBJECTIVE: Decrease Construction &
Demolition Waste
Reduce construction & demolition waste
through encouragement, incentives, and
ordinances.
Telluride has a voluntary program

2Y

Municipal Building
Departments

Implement large-scale green waste
collection programs.

government collaboration / leadership
helpful

Recommendation
OBJECTIVE: Reduce Water Consumption from
Municipal and Industrial Uses
Continue to track water and wastewater use data,
associated energy use, & impacts of conservation /
drought measures
Evaluate & implement system methodologies to reduce
water-associated energy use

EAP Staff Comments

SEB annual water data analysis

GHG
Reduction
Telluride
Potential

1Y

PARTNERS

Municipal
water
departments

2Y

Install water meters

Utilize financial incentive
programs. Establish water rate
structures based on use.
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC

Water usage data improvement
environmentally sound domestic water conservation
plans.

continue making progress to
understand water consumption and
reduce water system leakage
MUNICIPAL-SPECIFIC
What communities do not yet have
them?

1 Existing

Encourage/incentivize low flow water fixtures

Partially required by building codes
& conservation plans

2Y

1/1

CO state
grants

CO state
government
support?

OBJECTIVE: Improve watershed health and security

CONTINUE - Outside watering
restrictions are effective as seen
Continue development, adoption, implementation through water data tracking. ANY
and enforcement of municipal drought mitigation MUNICIPALITIES NOT HAVE THEM
plans to reduce water use.
YET?

1Y

Support efforts of organizations (local, regional,
and statewide) that focus on water security and
watershed ecological health.

1Y

San Miguel
Watershed
Coalition;
Uncompaghr
e Watershed
Partnership

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Telluride
Potential

MANY: Local farmers
markets; food coops &
producers; MV Farm-toTable program;

OBJECTIVE: Increase local organic / natural food
production and consumption.
Potential hydroponic production?
Hydroponics are feasible just about
Continue to increase local food supply &
anywhere… cost effectivity will depend
consumption. Develop creative incentive
on heating/building efficiency costs.
programs and explore hydroponic or other
Chris put in a big push with Dr. John and
alternative methods for increasing production and other WCU people to get some MEMers
lengthening our food growing season.
on this
Develop methods of tracking data to quantify increase in Tracking and monitoring allows for us to
volume & associated GHG reductions, if possible
assess the effictivity of our actions.

PARTNERS

4Y
2Y

WCU?

Recommendation

EAP Staff Comments

GHG
Reduction
Telluride
Potential

OBJECTIVES: Increase the GHG
sequestration and water retention capacity of
SMC PES component
land in the region.

PARTNERS
MANY! Including
agricultural producers

Increase yield and health of crops and
livestock, through the use of regenerative
SMC PES component
agricultural and ranching practices.
Increase GHG sequestration capacity of trees
SMC PES component
and plant life in the region.
SMC Land Use GHG Inventory COMPLETE, so list as
Support San Miguel County in implementing their accomplishment, along with a link to
it. PES is SMC program to improve soil
Payment for EcoSystem Services (PES)
health through changes in land
Program.
https://sanmiguelwc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJ management practices. Track benefits
ournal/index.html?appid=e7b35f74886344afb693 through calculations of associated
carbon sequestration and other metrics.
1deadea6e4fc

Y

Utilize SMC's Land Use GHG Inventory and PES
Program experiences to develop and implement
similar land use recommendations for Ouray
Or implement a similar study specific for
County
Ouray County. FUTURE
Quantify GHG impacts of carbon sequestration
actions and relate them to our GHG emissions
inventory.

Increase measures to promote and protect
healthy forests.
Implement programs, develop incentives
and encourage the planting of trees
appropriate for specific ecological zones.
Encourage landscaping according to
recommended best practices for local
ecological zone

o ests captu e a d sto e ca bo , bot
in their bodies and below the soil
surface, protecting certain areas of the
forest ensures long term sequestration
capacity
Existing initiatives with Extension office,
Seas of Trees, & others
i.e. Ecology Commission guidelines
under development; low water use
vegetation; etc.

Y

Comet-Planner? NRCS?
SMC PES Program

2Y

USFS. Land Trusts.
Sheep Mountain Alliance.
Citizen groups…

3Y

Exension Office; Seas of
Trees; others?

Ecology
Commissio
2n
Extension Office;

Wetland Protection

Similarly to forests and grasslands,
riparian areas sequester alot of
carbon in addition to a range of
other ecological benefits

2Y

AGENDA ITEM - 5.d.

TITLE:
11:10 am Presentation of the Good Samaritan legislation.

Presented by: Ty Churchwell, Trout Unlimited
Time needed: 20 mins
PREPARED BY:

RECOMMENDED ACTION/MOTION:

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:
--------- Forwarded message --------From: Ty Churchwell <Ty.Churchwell@tu.org>
Date: Wed, Mar 3, 2021 at 11:11 AM
Subject: To engage on Good Samaritan legislation
To: lancew@sanmiguelcountyco.gov <lancew@sanmiguelcountyco.gov>
Cc: mikeb@sanmiguelcountyco.gov <mikeb@sanmiguelcountyco.gov>
Hello, Commissioner Waring.
I’m am reaching out to you today to engage you and the San Miguel BOCC on an important issue; Good
Samaritan legislation. I’m sorry we’ve not met, but in previous years, I had worked quite extensively on this
subject with commissioners May and Goodtimes. In their absence, Ouray commissioner Padgett suggested I
speak with you. As an introduction, I am on staff for Trout Unlimited out of our Durango office and work
exclusively on federal mining policy. As an example, on behalf of the citizens of the Animas River watershed, I
am leading the Superfund cleanup of the abandoned mines in our river’s headwaters.
Simply, I seek your guidance on how best to engage your BOCC on this subject. Ultimately, I will be asking
San Miguel County to re-up your formal support for Good Sam legislation as a concept. Please note, a copy
of your county’s last letter is attached for reference. Also attached is a bit of a primer on the subject, just to
get you thinking about it.

I would be happy to do a quick presentation to your board as a function of requesting a letter. With a new
administration and Congress in-place in D.C., there is a renewed push to finally get this important legislation
across the finish line. I welcome any direction you have on the proper procedure for such a request to your
county.
Thank you,

Ty Churchwell / Mining Coordinator
Trout Unlimited / Angler Conservation Program
ty.churchwell@tu.org / Cell: 970-903-3010
1309 E. 3rd Ave., Suite 109, Durango, CO 81301
www.tu.org

FISCAL IMPACT:
Contract Number:
YYYY-###

Date Executed

End Date

Department(s)
Board of County
Commissioner Staff

Description:
ATTACHMENTS:
Description
Copy of Previous Support letter
Good Samaritan Legislation

Upload Date
3/4/2021
3/4/2021

Understanding Good Samaritan Legislation:
Authorizing third-party toxic mine cleanups
June 2020

Trout Unlimited seeks to pass legislation to improve and strengthen federal law allowing Good
Samaritans to proceed with cleaning up abandoned mines which are polluting our nation’s landscapes
and watersheds.

Abandoned mine
pollution is widespread and perpetual:
 Approximately 110,000 miles
of streams are listed by the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) as impaired for
heavy metals or acidity in the
United States and abandoned
mines are a major source of
these impairments.
 The EPA ‘s current estimates
abandoned hardrock mines
are impairing water quality in
40 percent of headwater
streams in the western U.S.,
52 percent of which are
drinking water supplies.
 An estimated 33,000
abandoned mine sites have
degraded the environment
and are impacting water
quality through acid mine
drainage.
 In eastern states abandoned
coal mines have a similar
impact on water quality,
contaminating streams and
impacting local water
supplies. The state of Pennsylvania has passed state-level Good Samaritan legislation to facilitate coal
mine cleanups. Trout Unlimited helped lead the effort to pass the legislation and has employed its
protections to great success.

A mission to conserve, protect, & restore North America’s coldwater fisheries and their watersheds.
National Headquarters : 1777 N. Kent Street, Suite 100, Arlington, VA 22209
Contact : Ty Churchwell | ty.churchwell@tu.org | www.tu.org

The people and mine operators who caused this pollution at legacy mines are long-gone and there is no
one to hold responsible for the cleanup of these toxic wastelands. Therefore, these abandoned mines continue to
leak toxic chemical pollutants, day after day, decade after decade.
This problem is too big for the federal government to tackle alone: The EPA estimates that cleaning up abandoned
mines could cost taxpayers tens of billions of dollars. Independent of the cost, the only current legal mechanism
to address these mines is a federal Superfund cleanup. However, a federal Superfund cleanup only addresses the
worst cases and is not well-suited for smaller discharges. Thousands of these smaller mines bleed toxic lead,
arsenic, zinc and mercury every single day without a legal mechanism authorizing state agencies and private
organizations to add to federal cleanup capacity and take-on smaller remediation projects.
Current law prevents mine cleanups: Under the Clean Water Act (CWA), a mine discharging polluted water is
considered ‘point-source’ pollution, meaning it is a contaminant that enters the environment from an easily
identified and confined place (EPA). As such, the mine operator is required to obtain a discharge permit under the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). The terms of the permit require the operator to
remove the pollutants via active water treatment before discharging the water back into the watershed for
downstream use, such as municipal water sources or agricultural. Whether a point-source pollution is created by
a factory, a municipal sewer system or a mine, as the long as the operator creates a pollution source, they are
required to maintain the permit and meet the conditions of the CWA. This is an effective system except when
there’s an abandoned mine with no entity legally responsible for the cleanup.
Why can’t Good Samaritans help with this clean up? In short, current laws treat those who want to clean up
abandoned mines as if they are polluters themselves. Conservation organizations, watershed groups and state
agencies want to help clean up abandoned mines but are dissuaded from doing so by regulations and immense
liability risks. In most cases, cost-effective Good Samaritan cleanups would improve water quality, but fullymeeting EPA standards may not be feasible. This would leave Good Samaritans in violation of the CWA and on
the hook for any remaining pollution, even though they did not create the pollution in the first place and have
made successful improvements to water quality. Additionally, Good Samaritans are not well-suited to hold
discharge permits in perpetuity – a draining mine will never stop draining.
What is Good Sam legislation? Trout Unlimited is working with stakeholders and members of Congress to draft
legislation that would create a pilot program to facilitate Good Samaritan cleanups. The program would
designate a new discharge permit under the NPDES with special terms appropriate for an abandoned mine site.
As long as the Good Samaritan improves water quality to the terms of that site’s permit, over a specified amount
of time, the Good Samaritan cleanup would be considered a success and the permit terminated.
 A Good Samaritan permit is not a free pass from oversight: Permits issued for Good Sam
cleanups would include terms and conditions that the Good Samaritan must meet. This
would include proper engineering, safety and emergency plans, sufficient project funding
and bonding and long-term monitoring. Moreover, only those activities authorized by the
permit will be subject to liability protections. In the unlikely event of an accident or
worsening water quality, the Good Samaritan would still be liable for those failures.
 The Issuance of a permit would be a public process: Before a permit is issued, the proposal
would be available for public comment and review. The EPA would ultimately be
responsible for issuing Good Samaritan permits under the proposed program.

2

 Good Samaritan projects are low risk: The current proposed legislation would authorize 15
pilot projects to prove-up the concept and identify any shortcomings in the permitting
program. The most cost-effective way to treat acid mine drainage is with passive treatment
systems after the mine water leaves the mine. So, an unlikely failure would simply mean
that water quality would return to baseline conditions.
 Good Samaritan legislation will not create a Clean Water Act loophole: Good Samaritan
legislation would formally define what sites would be eligible for pilot projects and who
qualify as Good Samaritans. Only bona fide Good Samaritans - third-parties who are in no
way responsible for the pollution - could receive Good Samaritan permits, and only those
sites that are truly abandoned would be eligible. Current mining operations and responsible
parties at closed mining facilities are still going to remain liable for the pollution they have
created.
 Good Samaritan legislation will strengthen the Clean Water Act: Good Samaritan
legislation doesn’t weaken the CWA; it improves it so that we are able to clean-up sources of
pollution and create more clean water. The objective of the CWA is to restore and maintain
the integrity of our nation’s waters – Good Samaritan legislation moves us closer to that
objective.

How Can You Help?
Proponents of Good Samaritan legislation believe any
improvement to water quality is better than none at all.
Outside of a Superfund cleanup – for which most
abandoned mine sites would not qualify - the current laws
create a ‘none at all’ environment. We can and must do
better.
To find out how you can help solve this problem go to
www.tu.org/goodsam

3

AGENDA ITEM - 5.e.

TITLE:
Consideration of approving the Steincrusher LLC independent contractor agreement with Road & Bridge for
gravel crushing./MOTION

Presented by:
Time needed:
PREPARED BY:
Road and Bridge Dept

RECOMMENDED ACTION/MOTION:
To approve as presented.

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:

FISCAL IMPACT:
Contract Number:
YYYY-###

Date Executed

End Date

Department(s)
Board of County
Commissioner Staff

Description:
ATTACHMENTS:
Description
Steincrusher Agreeement

Upload Date
3/5/2021

AGREEMENT FOR SERVICES
Independent Contractor
PROJECT: 2021-2022 Gravel Crushing
CONTRACTOR NAME: Steincrusher LLC
LOCATION: San Miguel County: Klondike, Norwood, Pathfinder & Zadra Gravel Pits
San Miguel County (the “County”) wishes to engage the services of an independent contractor. The undersigned
contractor (“Contractor”) has agreed to provide such services, as an independent contractor, in return for the
compensation stated herein. Contractor has read and agrees to the terms and conditions stated herein.
BE IT AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. The “Contract Documents” shall consist of the following:
a) This Agreement;
b) Invitation to Bid; Exhibit A;
c) SMC Road Department 2021 Gradation Specifications; Exhibit B;
d) Steincrusher LLC’s pricing proposal; 2021 Crushed Gravel Requirements Bid Form as Exhibit C;
e) CDPHE Construction Permit as Exhibit D;
f) Certificate of Liability Insurance as Exhibit E;
g) Workman’s Compensation Insurance Exhibit F;
h) Contractor’s W-9 as Exhibit G.

1.

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES. Contractor warrants that it is fully qualified to perform the below-described
Services and shall perform the Services following generally recognized professional practices and standards of
Contractor’s profession, to the reasonable satisfaction of the County, and in strict accordance with the
provisions of the Contract Documents. No adjustment or modification of the Contract Documents shall be
allowed for any misunderstanding of the Services or of the terms and provisions contained in the Contract
Documents. Contractor agrees to perform the following services for San Miguel County: Crush gravel in all four of
San Miguel County’s Pits for unit cost in the attached bid form.
Pathfinder Pit, 15,000 cy ¾” Class 6 @ 6.30 & 5,000 cy 3” Class 2 @ 6.30 = $ 126,000
Klondike Pit, 15,000 cy ¾” Class 6 @ 6.30 & 5,000 cy 3” Class 2 @ 6.30 = $126,000
Norwood Pit 15,000 cy ¾” Class 6 @ 6.30 = $94,500
Zadra Pit 10,000 cy ¾” Class 6 @ 8.10 = $81,000

2.

COMPENSATION. San Miguel County agrees to pay $283,500 in 2021 and $144,000 in 2022. Total amount is
not to exceed $427,500.
Invoices must be submitted to and approved by the County Representative, Ryan Righetti, Road Superintendent,
designated in the “Authorized Representative” paragraph herein and delivered to the San Miguel County
Finance Office. Approved invoices that are received by the Finance Office before the 1st day of the month will
be paid on the tenth day of the month; invoices received in the Finance Office the 2nd through the 10th day of
the month will be paid on the 20th day of the month; invoices received on the 11th through the 20th day of the
month will be paid on the last working day of the month. Payment of invoices does not constitute final
acceptance of work, nor shall it be construed as a waiver by the County of any of its rights as may be provided
by law.
Contractor represents and warrants that the prices, charges, or fees outlined in this Agreement (on the whole)
are at least as favorable as the prices, charges, or fees Contractor charges (on the whole) to other of its
customers/clients for the same or substantially similar services provided under the same or similar
circumstances, terms, and conditions. If Contractor agrees or contracts with other customers/clients similarly
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situated during the term of this Agreement, and offers or agrees to a financial term more favorable than those
set forth herein (on the whole), Contractor agrees that it will reduce the prices, charges, or fees charged to the
County concerning the products/services hereunder to the most favorable rates received by those other
customers/clients.
3.

TERM OF AGREEMENT. The term of this Agreement expires December 31, 2022.

4.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES. The County designates Ryan Righetti, Road Superintendent, as the County
Representative under this Agreement. Contractor designates Daniel Eckstine as the Contractor Representative.
Said Representatives shall have the authority to bind the parties concerning the Services. The County
Representative shall be present at the worksite and/or review Contractor’s work as necessary to assure the
Contractor's satisfactory performance under this Agreement. The Contractor Representative shall also be
responsible for advising the County Representative of the status of the Services and agrees to take direction
only from the County Representative and to comply promptly and fully with the reasonable requests and
directives issued by the County Representative from time to time. The County may change its representative at
any time by giving Notice to Contractor as set forth herein. Contractor shall not replace the Contractor
Representative unless: (a) the County requests a replacement or (b) Contractor terminates the employment of
the Contractor Representative and provides a satisfactory substitute. The County must approve the substitute
Contractor Representative, and, if no substitute is acceptable, the County may terminate this Agreement.

5.

APPROVAL & ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICES. The County Representative shall be the sole judge of the acceptability
of the Services by the Contractor and the sufficiency of any supporting data submitted by the Contractor. If at
the sole discretion of the County conferences with Contractor are necessary or desirable to explain or correct
Services, Contractor shall make no additional charge for time or costs for attendance as such conference or for
making the required explanations or corrections.

6.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR. The parties agree that the relationship created by this Agreement is that of
employer-independent contractor. Contractor is not an employee of San Miguel County and is not entitled to
any benefits provided by San Miguel County to its employees. Unless otherwise specified in writing, Contractor
shall furnish all supervision, labor, materials, equipment, supplies, and other incidentals to complete the
requirements of the job. Contractor has the authority to control and direct the details of the work; the County
is interested only in the results. Contractor agrees to comply with all state and federal requirements pertaining
to workers’ compensation, general liability and employment liability insurance relating to the performance and
completion of this Agreement. The Services as defined herein, are subject to San Miguel County’s right of
inspection and approval. Contractor may practice their profession for others during periods when not
performing work under this Agreement for San Miguel County. The County may, during the term of this
Agreement, engage other independent contractors to perform the same or similar work that the Contractor
performs.

7.

WORK PERFORMED AT CONTRACTOR’S RISK. Contractor warrants that it is fully qualified to perform the
Services as set forth herein and shall perform the Services following the professional standards of the industry
and in strict accordance with the provisions of the Contract Documents. Contractor shall take all precautions
necessary and shall be responsible for the safe performance of the services described herein. All work shall be
done at Contractor’s risk. Contractor shall be responsible for any damage or loss to San Miguel County property
used or held for use in connection with the work performed.

8.

INSURANCE & LICENSURE. Contractor and any subcontractors shall procure and maintain until all of their
obligations under this Agreement have been discharged, including any warranty periods, insurance against
claims for injury to persons or damages to property which may arise from, or in connection with the
performance of work hereunder by the Contractor, its agents, representatives, employees, or subcontractors.
The County shall be endorsed as an additional insured on any policy of Commercial General Liability insurance
(“CGL'') that the Contractor has obtained, as evidenced by a current certificate of liability insurance which the
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Contractor shall provide to the County upon execution of this Agreement. The insurance requirements herein
are minimum requirements for this Agreement and in no way limit the Contractor’s indemnity obligations to
the County as set forth herein. The County in no way warrants that the minimum limits of insurance specified
herein are sufficient to protect the Contractor from liabilities that may arise out of the performance of the work
under this Agreement by Contractor. The minimum Scope and Limits of insurance coverages that the Contractor
is to maintain in effect and to which the County shall be endorsed as an additional insured, shall be: General
Aggregate - $1,000,000; Products/Completed Operation Aggregate - $1,000,000; Each Occurrence Limit $1,000,000; Personal Advertising Injury - $1,000,000; Automobile Liability (if applicable) Bodily Injury/Property
Damage - $350,000 (each person)/$1,000,000 (each occurrence); Workers’ Compensation and Employers’
Liability – Coverage A (Workers’ Compensation) – statutory; Coverage B (Employers’ Liability) $100,000/$500,000, or such higher coverage limits as the Contractor’s insurance coverage provides. Contractor
shall provide a copy of their valid professional license/certification and professional liability insurance coverage
prior to commencing the Services under this Agreement and during the term of this Agreement shall provide
the County written evidence of continuing insurance coverage within three (3) business days upon request from
the County. Certificates of insurance shall name San Miguel County as an additional insured. The County shall
also be endorsed as a party on said policy and, if requested by the County, Contractor shall provide proof of the
endorsement to the insurance policy for this Agreement
9.

GOVERNMENTAL IMMUNITY. The County does not intend to waive, by any provision of this Agreement, any
rights, immunities, and protections provided by the Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, C.R.S. §24-10-101,
et seq, as currently in effect and as it may be subsequently amended. This indemnity continues beyond the
termination of this Agreement for the acts or omissions which occurred during the Agreement Term.

10. INDEMNIFICATION. Contractor shall indemnify, release, save, hold harmless and defend San Miguel County, its
officials, employees and agents from and against all liabilities, claims, actions, damages, losses, and expenses,
including without limitation reasonable attorneys’ fee and costs (hereinafter referred to collectively as “claims”)
for bodily injury or personal injury, including death, or loss or damage to tangible or intangible property caused,
or alleged to be caused, in whole or in part, by the negligent or willful acts or omissions of the Contractor or any
of its owners, officers, directors, agents, employees, or subcontractors. The indemnity includes any claim or
amount arising out of or recovered under the Workers’ Compensation Law or arising out of the failure of such
Contractor to conform to any federal, state, or local law, statute, ordinance, rule, regulation or court decree. It
is the specific intention of the parties that the County shall, in all instances, except for claims arising solely from
the negligent or willful acts or omissions of the County, be indemnified by Contractor from and against any and
all claims. It is agreed that Contractor will be responsible for primary loss investigation, defense, and judgment
costs where this indemnification is applicable. In consideration of the award of this Agreement, the Contractor
agrees to waive all rights of subrogation against the County, it officials, agents, and employees for losses arising
from the work performed by the Contractor for the County according to this Agreement. Notwithstanding any
other provision of the Contract Documents, Contractor acknowledges that the County, as a governmental entity,
is not legally permitted to and does not agree to indemnify Contractor.
11. APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS. Time is of the essence in Contractor’s performance of its obligations under this
Agreement. San Miguel County’s expenditure of any funds under this Agreement beyond the current County
fiscal year shall be expressly subject to and contingent upon the County’s budgeting and appropriating funds for
such purposes according to the Colorado Local Government Budget Law and C.R.S. §29-1-110. Should such
funds not be budgeted and appropriated for the County’s obligations under this Agreement for future fiscal
years, this Agreement shall terminate at the end of the fiscal year for which such funding has been lawfully
budgeted and appropriated, and the County shall provide the contractor with prior written notice of such
termination.
12. SUSPENSION & TERMINATION. Without terminating this Agreement, the County may suspend Contractor’s
Services following a five (5) day written Notice to Contractor. In the event of suspension, Contractor shall incur
no additional expenses and shall perform no further services for the County under this Agreement after the date
of receipt of the notice of suspension unless otherwise specified by the County. If resumption of Contractor’s
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Services requires any waiver or change in this Agreement, the parties must mutually agree to such waiver or
change, in writing, and the writing must be attached as an addendum to this Agreement. Additionally, the
County reserves the right to terminate this Agreement, in whole or in part, with or without cause by the giving
of a fifteen (15) day written Notice to Contractor. In the event of termination, Contractor shall incur no
additional expenses and shall perform no further services for the County under this Agreement after the date
of receipt of the notice of termination, unless otherwise specified by the County. Upon termination for any
reason, the County shall be entitled to a prorated refund for the remainder of the current term. In the event
the County terminates this Agreement for cause, the provisions of the paragraph titled “Damages” shall apply.
13. DAMAGES. If Contractor fails to comply with any material provision of the Agreement, Contractor shall be liable
for any and all damages, including with limitation, the cost of procuring similar supplies or services and all other
costs and expenses incurred by the County because of such failure. All time limits stated in the Agreement are
of the essence. Contractor’s failure to substantially complete the services in conformance with the Agreement
shall result in damages suffered by the County, including, without limitation, the County’s cost to complete the
services together with any other expenses incurred, as determined by the County. The County may offset any
amounts owed to it as damages against any monies due and owing to Contractor under this Agreement. In
addition, the County shall be entitled to any other rights and remedies available to it in law or equity.
14. DATA SECURITY. Any data or documentation Contractor receives from the County under this Agreement is the
property of the County and shall be returned at the expiration of the Agreement. The data and documentation
may contain confidential information and/or personal identifying information. As such, Contractor shall use
reasonable care to ensure said information is secure.
Contractor will take adequate steps and security precautions to prevent unauthorized disclosure of information
which is County property including, but not limited to: (a) instructing employees that have access to such
information not to copy or duplicate the same or any part thereof; (b) to withhold disclosure or access or
reference thereto from unauthorized third parties, and; (c) maintaining proper control of passwords and
security procedures to prevent unauthorized access to Contractor’s computer systems.
Contractor shall notify the County of any actual or suspected data security incident as soon as practicable, but
no later than 24 hours after it becomes aware of it, to include but not limited to: (a) access, use or disclosure of
a County’s confidential information not permitted by this Agreement; (b) breach of a County’s unsecured
confidential information; (c) security breach or intrusion or; (d) use or disclosure of a County’s confidential
information in violation of any applicable federal or state laws or regulations.
If applicable, all data shall be encrypted at rest and in transmission. Contractor’s collection, access, use, storage,
disposal, and disclosure of data under this Agreement shall comply with all applicable data protection laws, as
well as all other applicable regulations and directives.
Upon termination of this Agreement for any reason, Contractor will provide access to all County data for a
transition period for up to three (3) months. Once all of the data has been moved and the three (3) month
period has expired, Contractor’s obligations to maintain the stored data will end. County will also have access
to search, playback, and download features. County data will include all associated metadata. Contractor will
provide assistance to move County data in a timely and organized manner to another provider at no additional
cost during the transition period.
15. NONDISCRIMINATION. Contractor agrees to comply with the letter and spirit of the Colorado AntiDiscrimination Act, C.R.S. §24-34-401, et seq., as amended and all applicable local, state, and federal laws
regarding discrimination and unfair employment practices. Contractor shall not refuse to hire, discharge,
promote or demote, or discriminate in matters of compensation against any person otherwise qualified solely
because of race, color, creed, religion, gender, gender identity, national origin or ancestry, disability, age, sex,
sexual orientation, socio-economic status, marital status, veteran status, or any other basis prohibited by
federal, state or local law.
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16. COLORADO LABOR PREFERENCE. The provisions of C.R.S. sections 8-17-101 and 102 may apply to this
Agreement. If this Agreement includes federal funds, this paragraph does not apply. If the work to be
performed under this Agreement falls within the definition of “public works project,” then the Colorado Labor
Preference applies. Colorado labor must be employed to perform the work to the extent of not less than eighty
percent (80%) of each type or class or labor in the several classifications of skilled and common labor employed
on the project. “Colorado labor” means any person who is a resident of the State of Colorado at the time of the
public works project, without discrimination as to race, color, creed, sex, age or religion except when sex or age
is a bona fide occupation qualification. A resident of the State of Colorado is a person who can provide a valid
Colorado driver’s license, a valid Colorado state-issued photo identification or documentation that they have
resided in Colorado for the last thirty (30) days.
17. COMPLIANCE WITH PUBLIC CONTRACTS FOR SERVICES REQUIREMENTS - UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS.
Contractor certifies that, at the time of the certification, and before its execution of this Agreement, that it does
not knowingly employ or contract with an illegal alien who will perform work under this Agreement or enter
into a contract with a subcontractor that fails to certify to the Contractor that the subcontractor shall not
knowingly employ or contract with an illegal alien to perform work under this Contract. Contractor represents,
warrants, and agrees that it: (a) has confirmed or attempted to confirm the employment eligibility of all
employees who are newly hired for employment in the United States through participation in the e-verify
program or through the Colorado Department of Labor and Employment (“CDLE”) and; (b) otherwise will comply
with the requirements of C.R.S. §8-17.5-101(2)(b). Contractor is prohibited from using either the e-verify
program or CDLE program procedures to undertake pre-employment screening of job applications while
Services are being performed under this Agreement. If Contractor obtains actual knowledge that a
subcontractor performing work under this Agreement knowingly employs or contracts with an illegal alien,
Contractor shall notify the subcontractor and San Miguel County within three days that Contractor has actual
knowledge that the subcontractor is employing or contracting with an illegal alien and terminate the
subcontract with the subcontractor if within three (3) days of receiving the notice the subcontractor does not
stop employing or contracting with the illegal alien; except that Contractor shall not terminate the contract with
the subcontractor if during such 3 days the subcontractor provides information to establish that the
subcontractor has not knowingly employed or contracted with an illegal alien. Contractor shall comply with any
reasonable request CDLE made in the course of an investigation that CDLE is undertaking according to the
authority established in C.R.S. §8-17.5-102. If Contractor fails to comply with any requirement of this provision
or C.R.S. §8-17.5-101 et seq., the County may terminate this Agreement for a breach and Contractor shall be
liable for actual and consequential damages to the County.
If Contractor is a natural person over eighteen years of age and a sole-proprietor, a condition precedent to the
County’s execution of this Agreement is that the County has verified that contractor is lawfully present in the
United States in accordance with H.B. 06 -1023, C.R.S., Title 24, Article 76.5, Restrictions on Public Benefits and
that the contractor has executed the statutorily required affidavit regarding their lawful presence in the United
States. Contractor shall provide a copy of their valid legal presence affidavit before commencing the Services
under this Agreement.
18. COLORADO OPEN RECORDS ACT. The parties acknowledge that San Miguel County is a governmental entity
formed according to Colorado law, and as such, is subject to the Colorado Open Records Act, C.R.S. § 24-72-200
et seq. (“CORA”). In the event the County receives a request under CORA that would require production of
records related to Contractor, the County will inform Contractor of such request and provide Contractor with a
copy of any such written request. Contractor shall promptly notify the County if: (a) production of the requested
record would disclose Contractor’s trade secrets, privileged information, and/or confidential commercial or
financial data pursuant to C.R.S. § 24-72-204(3)a(IV) or; (b) Contractor desires to pursue a legal action to prevent
disclosure of such documents. The County shall determine whether to deny the request. If the County’s denial
of a request is challenged, the County will notify Contractor of such challenge and provide the Company with a
written copy of any such challenge. Contractor shall indemnify and hold the County harmless from any claim or
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judgment as well as any costs and attorney’s fees incurred in denying such request or otherwise assisting
Contractor in response to a denial and/or legal challenge to the denial.
19. GOVERNING LAW, JURISDICTION & VENUE. This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of Colorado. Should there be a dispute between the parties, jurisdiction and venue shall lie in the
7th Judicial District of San Miguel County, Colorado.
20. WARRANTY. Contractor represents that the Services pursuant to the Contract Documents will be performed
in accordance with industry standards in all material respects.
21. NOTICE.
Notice under this Agreement shall be given in writing and shall be deemed received if given by: (a)
confirmed electronic transmission (as defined below) when transmitted, if transmitted on a business day and
during the normal business hours of the recipient, and otherwise on the next business day following
transmission; (b) certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, three (3) business days after being
deposited in the United States mail; or (c) overnight carrier service or personal delivery when received. Notice
shall be given to the parties at the following addresses:
San Miguel County Representative:
Name Ryan Righetti
Title: Road Superintendent
Mailing Address PO Box 426
Phone: (970) 327-4835
Email: ryanr@sanmiguelcountyco.gov

Contractor Representative:
Name: Daniel Eckstine
Title: Steincrusher LLC
Mailing Address: 5083 Hwy 348, Delta CO 81424
Phone (970) 250-2910
Email: steincrsher2017@gmail.com

Copy to: San Miguel County Attorney
Attn.: Amy Markwell
PO Box 1170 (mailing)
333 W. Colorado Ave. (physical)
Telluride, CO 81435
970-728-3879
attorney@sanmiguelcountyco.gov
“Electronic Transmission” means any form of communication not directly involving the physical transmission of
paper that creates a record that may be retained, retrieved, and reviewed by a recipient thereof, and that may
be directly reproduced in paper form by such a recipient through an automated process, but specifically
excluding facsimile transmissions and texts. The parties agree that: (a) any notice or communication transmitted
by electronic transmission shall be treated in all manner and respects as an original written document; (b) any
such notice or communication shall be considered to have the same binding and legal effect as an original
document, and; (c) at the request of either party, any such notice or communication shall be re-delivered or reexecuted, as appropriate, by the party in its original form.
22. MISCELLANEOUS.
a) Assignability. Contractor shall not assign its rights or delegate its obligations under this Agreement
without the County’s prior written consent.
b) Severability. Should a court of competent jurisdiction determine that any provision or term of this
Agreement be legally void or otherwise legally unenforceable, such provision or term shall be deemed
severable from the remainder of this Agreement, which shall remain in full force and effect.
c) Officials Not to Benefit. No elected or employed member of the County government shall be paid or
receive, directly or indirectly, any share or part of this Agreement or any benefit that may arise therefrom.
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d) Conflict of Interest. Contractor shall not knowingly perform any act that would conflict in any manner
with the performance of services under this Agreement. Contractor certifies that it is not engaged in any
current project or business transaction, directly or indirectly, nor has any interest, direct or indirect, with
any person or business that might result in a conflict of interest in the performance of services.
e) Records Retention. Contractor shall maintain all records, including working papers, notes, and financial
records, and make them available for County inspection and audit which they may require for any purpose
authorized by law.
f) Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together with any attached exhibits, represents the complete,
integrated, and merged understanding of the parties with regard to the subject matter of this Agreement,
and any prior or contemporaneous provision, term, condition, promise, representation, or understanding,
shall be of no legal force or effect unless embodied herein in writing, or in a written amendment to this
Agreement mutually agreed to and executed by the parties. A party’s waiver of a specific right set forth
herein shall not be deemed to be a waiver by that party of any other of its rights contained in this
Agreement. In the event of a conflict between an Exhibit to this Agreement and the body of this Agreement,
the Agreement will govern resolution of the conflict.
g) Execution by Counterparts; Electronic Signatures. This Agreement may be executed in two or more
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which shall constitute one and the same
instrument. The parties approve the use of electronic signatures for execution of this Agreement. All use
of electronic signatures shall be governed by the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, C.R.S. §24-71.3-101
et seq.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed and entered into this Agreement as of the latter day and year
indicated below.
San Miguel County, Colorado
Date signed

By
Name: Ryan Righetti
Title: Road Superintendent
Contractor Name: Steincrusher LLC

Date signed

By
Name: Daniel Eckstine
Title: Contractor

Reviewed by the County Attorney for form and content.

Amy T. Markwell
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EXHIBIT “A”
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EXHIBIT “B”
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SAN MIGUEL COUNTY ROAD DEPARTMENT
2021 GRADATION SPECIFICATIONS
Base Course – CDOT Class 6

Passing ¾” Sieve
Passing #4 Sieve
Passing #8 Sieve
Passing #200 Sieve

100%
30-65%
25-55%
3-12%

Base Course – CDOT Class 2

Passing 4” Screen
Passing 3” Screen
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EXHIBIT “C”
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EXHIBIT “D”
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EXHIBIT “E”
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EXHIBIT “F”
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EXHIBIT “G”
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AGENDA ITEM - 7.a.

TITLE:
12:45 pm Update on the fiscal impacts of COVID for San Miguel County.

Presented by: Mike Bordogna, County Manager and Ramona Rummel, Director of Finance
Time needed: 10 mins
PREPARED BY:

RECOMMENDED ACTION/MOTION:

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:

FISCAL IMPACT:
Contract Number:
YYYY-###

Description:

Date Executed

End Date

Department(s)
Board of County
Commissioner Staff

AGENDA ITEM - 7.b.

TITLE:
1:00 pm Discussion and update with the San Miguel County Stakeholders concerning the COVID 19
outbreak.

Presented by: Grace Franklin, Public Health Director
Time needed: 75 mins
PREPARED BY:

RECOMMENDED ACTION/MOTION:

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:

FISCAL IMPACT:
Contract Number:
YYYY-###

Description:

Date Executed

End Date

Department(s)
Board of County
Commissioner Staff

AGENDA ITEM - 7.c.

TITLE:
Potential Executive Session: Concerning Public Health, Meeting with an Attorney, citation (4)(b).

Presented by:
Time needed:
PREPARED BY:

RECOMMENDED ACTION/MOTION:

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:

FISCAL IMPACT:
Contract Number:
YYYY-###

Description:

Date Executed

End Date

Department(s)
Board of County
Commissioner Staff

